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LIST OF SYMBOLS

Constants

a, b, c, m, n, M, N, and S = arbitrary constants

A, e , U r = constants defined by Cygan and Richardson (22)

Letter Symbols

c = specific heat, (Btu/lbm°F). Note, subscript p = const.

pressure; subscript v = const. volume.

Cr C2 = arbitrary constants, Equation 11.

C
1

= special constant, constant heat flux

- defined by Equation 36, page 67.

C2 = special constant, constant heat flux

- defined by Equation 37, page 67.

C
3

= special constant, constant temperature

- defined by Equation 41, page 68.

C4 = special constant, constant temperature

- defined by Equation 42, page 68.

f = symbol for "function".

f = solution functions for perturbation solutions.
00

f = solution functions for perturbation solutions.
m

F = dimensionless velocity

8F

- defined by Equation 39, page 68; for constant heat flux cases.



- defined by Equation 44, page 69; for constant temperature

cases.

g = acceleration of gravity, (ft/sec 2). Note:

in vector form.

g -- in x-direction
x

with arrow means

h = convection heat transfer coefficient (Btu/hr ft2 oF)

k = thermal conductivity (Btu/hr ft°F)

11

2
I = arbitrary lengths (Equation 31, page 34)

L = characteristic length (ft or hi)

= length of heater in x-direction.

q = constant heat flux.

q
o

= constant heat flux, Equation 15.

q = internal heat generated (Btu/ft3-hr).

R = resistance (ohms).

Ro - operating .

Ra - ambient.

Ro - operating, rounded to two decimal points.

t = time (sec or hr).

t = temperature solution function for perturbation solutions.
00

t = temperature solution function for perturbation solutions.

T = temperature (oF)

TR - reference

To - operating



Ta - ambient

Too - infinity

Tw - wall

Ts - sensor

x = direction (ft) see Figure 1, page 11.

y = direction (ft) see Figure 1, page 11.

z = a lumped parameter in error analysis, used by Malcolm (42

and 43).

u = velocity in the x-direction (in/min).

v = velocity in the y-direction (in/min).

- with arrow, general velocity vector.

OHC = (TOHR - OHR) 1000

= overheat correction.

OHR = overheat ratio = Ro/Ra.

TOHR = true overheat ratio

Dimensionless Parameters

Gr = Grashof number _ gl3L3AT

v2

Nu Nusselt number

Pr = Prandtl number

hL
k

p,c
v p
a

subscripts indicate the length parameter used.
g[3qx

4
Gr = modified - Grashof number -

kv2



Operators
D

Dt
= substantial derivative

=-+V 2+V
at xax y ay z az

V = Del symbol

e a + e a a+ e
x a x y ay z az

Greek Letters

a = thermal diffusivity -
k

pc
p

(ft2/ sec)

a = temperature coefficient of resistance

f3 = coefficient of volume expansion (1/°F)

1 as
p a T

6 = boundary layer thickness (ft or in)

aV = difference in voltage (volts)

= perturbation parameter

e = relative error in anemometer output

e = relative error in temperature

0 = dimensionless temperature

- defined by Equation 40, page 681 for constant heat flux cases.

- defined by Equation 45, page 69, for constant temperature

cases.

A = viscous work rate per unit volume (Btu/ft
3)

= dimensionless y with a small correction for x .

= similarity parameter.



- defined by Equation 21, page 22; for Cygan and Richardson's

analysis.

- defined by Equation 38, page 68; for constant heat flux cases.

- defined by Equation 43, page 68; for constant temperature

cases.

= viscousity (lbm/ft sec)

= source strength/ 2ir

v = momentum diffusivity = a (ft 2/sec)

p = density (lbm/ft3)

1.= shear stress tensor (lbf/ft2)

T(x) = a temperature function used in Equation 19.

defined by Scherberg (20)

= distance along line source (ft. )

= stream function

- denotes partial derivatives

(0), 4,(1) - denotes "zeroth" and "first" order perturbation

solutions.

w = complex velocity



AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF NATURAL
CONVECTION HEAT TRANSFER FROM VERTICAL

FLAT PLATES IN MERCURY

INTRODUCTION

This thesis involves a study of energy exchange between vertical

flat plates and liquid metals by the mechanism of natural convection,

also widely called free convection. The purpose of this first chapter is

to define the problem, discuss its importance and relevance, and out-

line the steps taken to solve this problem.

Problem

The broad problem was to gain a better understanding of natural

convection heat transfer in liquid metals.

The narrow portion of this problem upon which efforts have been

focused was to obtain experimental data about this mode of heat ex-

change in a representative liquid metal.

The test geometry was a vertical flat plate immersed in a pool of

mercury. The problem can be subdivided into three specific portions:

(a) to obtain experimental values of velocity and temperature within

the mercury with the plate maintained at a constant heat flux, (b) to

repeat step "a" above, but with the plate held at a constant tempera-

ture, and (c) to obtain an experimental empirical equation relating

Nusselt No., Nu (heat transfer coefficient) to some product of the
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Prandtl No., Pr (liquid properties) and the Grashof No. , Gr (natural

convection driving force),

Importance

Knowledge of heat transfer details in liquid metals is important

because of the growing utilization of liquid metals for commercial

applications. For example: liquid sodium is the coolant in the Liquid

Metal Fast Breeder Reactor (LMFBR) program of the USAEC, a num-

ber of different liquid metals have been proposed as working fluids

for power plants in space environments, and the details of liquid be-

havior during metallurgical processes such as melting and casting

continue to be of great interest.

In particular, safety hazards reviews are an exceedingly impor-

tant consideration in the approval of the various reactors in the LMFBR

development program. Natural convection heat transfer from the re-

actor core area to the liquid metal coolant is assumed upon complete

loss of forced flow, but a lack of both fundamental data and confirmed

analytical models presently hamper this phase of the safety hazards

and analysis.

Analytical Verification: The analytical models used for air and

water have been, for the most part, verified by experiment. However,

for the liquid metals, very little experimental data is available for

verification of the presently used equations.
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The Pr for liquid metals is 2 orders of magnitude smaller than

air and 3 orders of magnitude smaller than water while the thermal

conductivity, k , of liquid metals is 1 order of magnitude greater

than water and 2 orders of magnitude greater than air. In the develop-

ment of the analytical models, simplifications are made based on a

small boundary layer thickness and no conduction parallel to the plate.

These large differences in order of magnitude suggest that verifica-

tion of the presently available analytical models would be desirable.

Experimental data is also useful when a choice is required be-

tween the more complex (and probably, more accurate) perturbation

solutions and the simpler similarity and integral solutions.

Empirical: Empirical relatiOns of the form:

Nu = c Pr a Grb

where a, b, and c are constants, are useful in design situations.

There are very few reported experiments in the liquid metal range and

more data is desirable.

It may be argued that a flat plate in an infinite pool is seldom a

practical geometry. It is, however, often the limiting case of some

other, more practical arrangement.

The importance of experimental verification or development of

empirical equations of this type for use in practical design is so basic

that no further discussion is necessary here.
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Approach

The above problem was attacked by attempting to measure the

velocity and temperature profiles and then using this data to compare

with the available analytical solutions.

Test Methods: A hot film, constant temperature anemometer

was used to measure the velocities and sheathed thermocouples were

used to measure temperatures. They were combined into a single

probe.

Two kinds of plates were investigated, constant heat flux and

constant temperature.

The heated plates were put in the mercury pool, a positioning

mechanism placed the probe at selected locations, and records of the

electrical output were made,

Without removing the probe from the mercury vessel, velocity

calibrations were made by attaching the probe to a falling weight. This

falling weight-calibration apparatus was physically constrained to

provide one dimensional movement of proper length with provisions for

regulating the velocity. Electrical readings at rest and at a number of

different velocities were recorded,

Comparisons: This experimental information was reduced and

plotted. They were compared with the best experimental solutions

available.
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Empirical heat transfer equations were presented for this exper-

imental data.
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SCOPE OF THE EXPERIMENT

In this short chapter the scope of the experiment is given. In

the remaining chapters the details are presented.

The first known velocity profiles for natural convection in liquid

metals are presented in this report. Corresponding temperature pro-

files are also given. Both are compared with existing analytical solu-

tions.

The major conclusions for liquid metals are that, a. the results

are functions of both position on the plate and the Grashof number, a

prediction of the perturbation solutions but not of the similarity or

integral solutions, b. that the present analytical methods do not pre-

dict profiles accurately, and c. an indication exists that heat transfer

may be higher thin previously believed,

The effects of a thermo-barrier film are discussed. It is con-

cluded that the resulting experimental problems are only partially

solved. Ambient temperature variations and the errors induced by the

averaging technique that was used are also cited as influencing the

accuracy of the results.

A description of the equipment and procedures is given along with

a review of the background literature.
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BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter is a short discussion of the work of others concern-

ing natural convection heat transfer from vertical flat plates in liquid

metals. This work establishes a basis for the present research and

provides a comparison for the results of this project. Some of this

information is supplimented by additional details in Appendix VII.

Summary

From 1881 until the present, investigators have been concerned

about natural convection from flat plates. The majority of the work

has been done in the last ZO years. The early work was with air and

water (Pr - 1) but in the last few years more and more attention has

been directed to the discrepancies existing near the low end of the

Prandtl number range (i. e. liquid metals).

A majority of the work has been analytical with only a few liquid

metal experiments reported. There are no known experiments which

measure velocity in natural convection liquid metal systems.

The governing partial differential equations are nonlinear (really,

quasi-linear) and not easily solved.

For ease of discussion the analytical solutions are classified and

discussed as, a. integral, b, similarity, and c, perturbation techniques.

The integral technique is an approximate method which requires
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assumed shapes for velocity and temperature profiles. In the similar-

ity technique, special boundary conditions exist which allow the govern-

ing partial differential equations to be solved by the introduction of a

similarity transformation. These equations then are usually solved

numerically. The perturbation technique utilizes a series expansion

with respect to a small perturbation parameter. The resulting equa-

tions are often solved by dividing the region of interest into subregions

and matching the solutions at the boundaries.

Two rather distinct ways of modeling the analytical. problem

have been used. For discussion purposes an arbitrary choice has been

made to call them the mated model. and the severed model. The mated

model assumes that both the momentum and thermal boundaries coin-

cide. The severed model, on the other hand, treats only a portion of

the velocity-varying distance as being influenced by viscosity, thus

effectively requiring a 2-region solution.

Problems, properties, advantages and findings of others concern-

ing, ao the velocity measuring tool -a hot film anemometer, and b,

the liquid metal -- mercury, are discussed. Mercury has many advan-

tages for use as the working fluid but is toxic. With proper precau-

tions, however, it can be handled safely. Hot film anemometers have

been successfully used to measure mercury velocities. Drift and

stability problems arising from a theorized thermo-barrier film have

been attacked by, a, a voltage-difference calibration procedure, and
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b. thin metal films which cause mercury to wet the sensor. Calibra-

tion equipment used by others is mentioned.

Historical

The first analytical solution for a constant temperature vertical

flat plate is generally ascribed to Lorenz who in 1881 developed a re-

lationship which incorporated all the significant natural convection

variables (1, p334). 1 His solution can be expressed as

NuL = 0.548(Gr Pr)4 (1)

A major improvement was made by Schmidt and Beckmann who,

in 1930, experimentally determined velocity and temperature profiles

in air (Pr , 7). Also, they formulated the analytical problem and

with the aid of Pohlausen found a similarity solution for it (2, p444 and

3, p301). The temperature profiles were obtained by thermocouples

and the velocity profiles with a quartz fiber viewed through a micro-

scope and calibrated so that velocity was a function of deflection.

Their results can be expressed as

1

Nu = 0. 359(Gr )4
x x (2)

This solution has generally been considered adequate for air and

water (Pr - 1), although enough fundamental discrepancies remained

'Numbers in parentheses refer to references in the bibliography.
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to invite additional interest and investigations.

In the remainder of this chaper, the theory and results of some

of these investigations are discussed. Only selected reports from the

broad class of natural convection from vertical flat plates have been

mentioned. An attempt has been made to include all significant work,

but there is a probability that some worthy contributions have been

overlooked. Julian (4, p3) has published an extensive literature re-

view of this problem complete with cross classifications. Also, Chang

et al. (5, p7) have a good chronological review of this literature.

For a general listing of more recent reports the Annual Reviews

in Industrial and Engineering Chemistry of 1969 (6, p31) and 1970

(7, p61), and the Heat Transfer Review in The International Journal of

Heat and Mass Transfer of 1970 (8, p235) are suggested.

Basic Equations

The development of the basic differential equations governing

natural convection heat transfer from a vertical flat plate is outlined

in this section. The simplifying assumptions are listed and factors

particularly significant for liquid metal analysis are noted.

The coordinate system utilized is shown in Figure 1.
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u = velocity in
x-direction

00 v = velocity in
y-direction

Figure 1. Coordinate system.

The general differential equations for continuity, momentum,

and energy (1, p115, p117, and p232, respectively) can be written as

V p -1\7 = 0
at

P Dv = P + \7° T - V P
Dt

(3)

(a 8T 3 aT a aT
ax (k ax) +ay (kay ) + az (kaz ) + q + A

Dv2 Du D(gy))
V IDN- Pl2 171t P 1Tt- Dt

Then, if we assume:

1. an incompressible, laminar, newtonian fluid,
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2. that c g, and p are not functions of time or position,

3. that the dissipation function is negligible, Equations 3 reduce

to

DV'

Dt

V V". = 0

= Pl.-VP+p.v v

V (kT) +q = pc DT
p Dt

Next, if we assume:

1. steady state,

(4)

2. constant conductivity,

3. two dimensional flow,

4. negligible internal heat generation,

5. the x-axis taken in the -g direction, Equations 4 reduce to

au av
+ = 0ax ay

au autu +vax
) (a

2u
a

2u ap
ax ay = -r

ax 2 ay 2 ax P gx

(5)

av ay, (a 2v _La
2vaP

P (uax vay) II' 2 2/ ayax ay

aT aT 2T
a

2T
u + v a (-2 + 7)ax ay ax ay

Equations 5 are often taken as the starting point for natural

convection analysis.
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Further, all transport properties are assumed constant and are

evaluated at some reference temperature, with the exception of the

density portion of the bouyancy term, p gx . This term gives the

driving force for the flow. Expanding this gives

p gx = (pgx)T + (aT)T (T-Tr) +

r r

(T-Tr)2

The coefficient of volume expansion may be defined as

f3

and Equation 6 becomes

E (12"
p aT ) P

pgx = (pgx )
T

- (p(3) T(T-Tr)gx
r

(6)

(7)

(8)

The equations which result from the substitution of Equation 8

into Equations 5 are generally considered to describe adequately

natural convection heat transfer over a flat plate.

The classical boundary layer assumptions are often applied to

these equations for further simplification. These assumptions, based

on an order of magnitude analysis, are that, a. the pressure is con-

stant through the boundary layer and is a function of x only, b. the

second momentum equation of Equations 5 is suppressed, c. the

dissipation of vorticity in the x-direction, a 2u/ax 2
iis suppressed,

and d. the conduction of heat energy in the x-direction, 8 zT/8x2 ,

is suppressed. Note: sometimes Equations 5 are modified by
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introducing the stream function, differentiating the momentum equa-

tions (the first with respect to y and the second with respect to x ),

and then adding them together. This eliminates the pressure term

directly.

Applying these classical boundary layer assumptions and utiliz-

ing Equation 8, Equations 5 become

8u +8v av
ax 8y

0

2
au auu + v = g 13 (T-T)
ax ay ay2 x

uaT + v
aT

ax ay
a2Ta
aY

2

(9)

The conditions for which these equations are valid have been con-

sidered in some depth, Ostrach (9, p64) and Kuiken (1), in particular,

have considered their reliability. Kuiken evaluates conditions of

validity for both high and low Prandtl numbers.

A problem is formulated, of course, when the appropriate equa-

tions are matched with valid boundary conditions. The resulting

natural convection problems are generally more difficult to solve than

the corresponding forced flow problem due to temperature-velocity

coupling and the inherent nonlinearity of the equations.
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Analytical Solutions

The available analytical solutions are reviewed in this section.

The scope has been restricted to a single, vertical flat plate, low

Prandtl numbers, laminar flows, and a few developments useful for

such a situation.

On investigation, one is struck by the broad spectrum of formu-

lations of this problem. These have been placed in 3 categories (inte-

gral, similarity, and peturbation techniques) and into two different

modeling schemes (mated and severed models).

The momentum boundary layer thickness can be defined as that,

distance from the wall for which the local velocity differs by some

fixed percentage from the external velocity (3, p29 and 1, p160). And,

the thermal boundary layer thickness is defined in a like manner. This

definition works fine in forced convection. In natural convection the

external velocity is zero. Noting that the driving force is temperature

induced and applying the widely accepted definition of a boundary layer

as given above--the momentum and thermal boundary layers coincide,

by definition. This concept is called the "mated model".

However, it's equally clear that the viscous influence of the wall

can extend either further or nearer than the temperature influence,

depending on the relative value of v and a (i. e. the Prandtl number).

For example, in liquid metals the temperature influence extends
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further from the plate than it does in water but the viscous influence

is about the same. Models which utilize this concept are denoted

"severed models".

Integral Techniques: The integral technique gives an approxi-

mate solution because velocity and temperature shapes must be assum-

ed. The advantages of the technique are, a. that the Prandtl number

is explicitly expressed in the solution and b. a much wider range of

geometries can be handled.

The technique in its simplest form is often referred to as the

von Karman-Polhausen method.

Squire (11, p638) in 1938 was one of the first to introduce this

technique for natural convection. See Eckert (1 2, p312) also.

Solving for a constant temperature plate with the mated model,

the partial differential Equations 9 are integrated from 0 to the

boundary layer thickness, 5 . The resulting integro-differential equa-

tions are solved by assuming profiles such as

u = uxy/5(1-y/5)2

T-T00
= (T - Toc1(1-y/5)2

(10)

Substitution of these expressions allows evaluation of the integrals

yielding a first order differential equation with ux and 6 as unknowns

and x as the independent variable. When assumed solutions of the



form

u = C xm
x 1

5 = C xn
2

are substituted into this equation the constants C
1,

C2, m, and n

can be evaluated. The resulting heat transfer equation is

Grx4
Nux = O. 508

20
(

21
Pr)2
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(1 2)

Saunders (13) in 1939 introduced a polynomial approximation

into the transformed differential equations for a constant temperature

plate and, using a mated model, obtained another approximate solu-

tion. He compared his results with those of Squire and reported ex-

periments in mercury and water. This was one of the earliest experi-

ments in fluids other than air and a fair correlation was obtained.

Merk and Prins (14) in 1953 discussed the requirements for

similarity solutions for constant temperature plates and solved the

equations utilizing Saunder's polynomial and the mated model. Their

result was

L 1 GrPrz 1
Nux = O. 393 ()4(0,x 0. 167 + Pr (13)
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In part II of their report, they showed that the integral solution used

by Squire and Eckert was more accurate in air than the assumed poly-

nomial of Saunders. They a. gave results of Schuh's extension of the

Schmidt and Beckmann solution, b. considered other geometries, and

c. noted a discrepancy in Saunder's result as the Prandtl number devi-

ated from 1.

Sparrow (15) in 1955 analyzed the vertical - plate, natural-con-

vection problem using constant heat flux boundary conditions and the

mated model. Certain prescribed variable heat fluxes and tempera-

tures were also considered. The partial differential equations were

reduced to ordinary differential equations using the integral technique,

A Maclaurin series was assumed and these equations were solved.

Five terms of the series were evaluated and results presented by a

group of graphs. These graphs incorporated a Prandtl number depend-

ency. For the constant heat flux case,

and,

Gr *Pr 2

Nux O. 62 (O. 8 + Pr)
1/5

qox
(0.8

+Pr
)1/5(Tw-Tco)qo = 1.622

Gr * Pr 2

x

(14)

(15)

Levy (16) in 1955 used the integral technique and mated model to

obtain approximate solutions for arbitrarily-shaped bodies with constant
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temperature surfaces. A general solution format was obtained and

number of specific examples included. He listed a solution which he

claimed was more accurate for liquid metals but failed to show why.

For moderate Prandtl numbers and a vertical flat plate his results

were

Pr GrL INu - ( )4
30x

(16)

He mentions the work of Siegel who used the integral technique for con-

stant heat flux conditions and ran experiments with parallel plates.

Babco (17) in 1959 presented an approximate closed form solu-

tion for the power-taw heat flux condition. Using a general heat flux

function he examined the error resulting from elimination of certain

unknown quantities. For moderate Prandtl numbers his results were

close to Sparrow's (1955), at lower Prandtl numbers they were suspect.

Fujii (18) in 1959 used the mated model and introduced a simi-

larity-type transform to aid in the integral analysis. Evaluating the

resulting requirements he chose transcendental approximations which

satisfied the boundary conditions. These approximations gave chang-

ing, but similar, profiles. He recommended the equation

4(S+2) 1Nux = [ ]4(GrxPr)
27(S)(S+1)3

(17)



where S is a constant found by

1 24S2 (S+2)(3S-1)
Pr 5(S+1) (18)
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He extended his analysis to include nonisothermal plates.

Braun and Heighway (19), in 1960, used the severed model (the

first ones, apparently) to divide the boundary layer for low Prandtl

number fluids into two regions. The integral technique was employed

with different polynomials assumed for each region and a matching

requirement at the interface. Their goal was to follow Fujii's lead

and obtain profiles which chp.nge regularly with changes in Prandtl

number. To this end they were moderately successful. Although not

apparent in their report, their solutions are self-similar for any one

given Prandtl number. They investigated both high and low Prandtl

number fluids.

Scherberg (20), in 1964, considered the influence of starting

values at x = 0 on the subsequent boundary layer growth. He repeat-

ed his previous conclusions (1962) that for a constant temperature

plate the boundary layer characteristics, sufficiently far from the

starting edge, were independent of starting values. He used the inte-

gral technique and mated model with assumed profiles of



u = ux[(1-y/6)2 - (1-y/6)3]

(19)

T- T00 = 1 + T(x)(1-y/8) 2
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and tentatively concluded that if the wall temperature varies, the

boundary layer characteristics do depend on starting values - in direct

contrast to the constant temperature case. His analysis tacitly assum-

ed moderate Prandtl numbers,

Saville and Churchill (21), in 1967, noting that the constant which

arises from an integral solution is a function of the body contour,

utilized a new dependent variable and series representation to simplify

the solution of constant-temperature, axisymmetric-body problems of

fairly arbitrary shape. This simplification reduced the degree of

complexity of such problems to about that of a flat plate problem.

Transformations for various geometries were given.

Cygan and Richardson (22), in 1968), assumed approximate

functions especially designed to fit the low Prandtl number conditions.

Their assumed shapes utilized the severed model concepts, but they

circumvented the requirements of analyzing the boundary layer as 2

separate regions by assuming transcendental approximations which

change with Prandtl number, They used Grx
Pr2 (gpAx3 /a 2)

, instead

of just Grx , as the basic scaling factor. The assumed profile

approximations were



where,

u = 2A[gli(Tw-Tx]2(e-E 1 - e-U1)

T-T
co

= (Tv Tom) erfc (ri)

2 1
= (GrPr )4y/x

(201

(21)

and A, e 0- and are constants which are evaluated for different

Prandtl numbers. They give, for Pr = 0. 03,

Nu = O. 530(GrPr
2

)4 .
x

(22)
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They also include evaluated constants for other Prandtl numbers, ex-

pressions for the local skin friction, and analysis of a horizontal

cylinder.

An outline of their analysis is included in Appendix VII and is

used to compare the experimental results of the present investigation.

Thus, to summarize, a large number of approximate solutions

are available based on the integral technique. The advantages of this

analysis are that calculations are relatively straight forward and simple

and that solutions are expressed as explicit functions of the Prandtl

number. The main disadvantage is the inherent error introduced with

the assumed profiles.

Similarity Techniques: When partial differential equations satis-

fy certain specific conditions (23) they may be simplified by introducing
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new transformation variables which are functions of the original inde-

pendent variables. This tacitly assumes that the solutions are self-

similar. Such a procedure yields a set of ordinary differential equa-

tions.

The investigator must determine if his equations and boundary

conditions satisfy the similarity criteria, determine the correct trans-

formation, and solve the resulting ordinary differential equations,

These equations are often solved by numerical techniques with

the aid of a computer. The results are sometimes called "exact"

solutions, although they are, of course, not exact in the general mathe-

matical sense--a point to keep in mind when reviewing the literature.

This technique was used by Schmidt and Beckmann. Their work

was extended by Schuh. His results are given by Schlichting (3, p303).

Ostrach (9) in 1953 used the similarity technique and mated

model to solve the constant temperature plate problem. He considered

the applicability of the boundary layer assumptions in some depth and

presents results for Prandtl numbers of 0. 01, 0. 72, 0. 733, 1, 2, 10,

100, and 1000. For a Pr = 00 02 , (evaluated from a graph) his heat

transfer result is

1

Nu 7- 0,085 Gr 4
x x

(23)

Le Fevre (24) in 1956 considered the limiting cases of infinite

and zero Prandtl numbers. The zero case is equivalent to assuming



an inviscid fluid. Combining these extremes, he expressed the heat

transfer relationship as

GrPr 2

Nu - )4
x 2. 435 + 4. 884 NT-Pr + 4. 952Pr

(24)
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which compares favorably with Ostrachts results. He assumed the

mated model.

Sparrow and Gregg (25) in 1956 used the similarity solution and

mated model to solve the constant heat flux case. Results were cal-

culated, by a numerical technique, for Prandtl numbers of 0.1, 1, 10,

and 100. The wall temperature variation for Pr = 0.1 was expressed

as

qx 5
(T

w
- Tom) k= 2.751 )

1/5 (25)
Grx

and the heat transfer relationship as

Grp` 1/5
Nux = 2.751 ()

5
(26)

An outline of their analysis is included in Appendix VII and is

used to compare the experimental results of the present investigation.

This work has been widely cited.

Sparrow and Gregg (26) in 1958 found that if the wall temperature



varied as either

(T T ) = xNm or (T - T ) =
00w w 00

(27)
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then the problem was solvable by the similarity technique. Using the

mated model and numerical methods they solved this problem for

Pr = 0. 7 and I. 0,,

Sparrow and Gregg (27) in 1959 used the similarity technique and

mated model to solve the constant temperature problem for Pr = 0. 003,

0. 008, 0. 02, and 0. 03. They published a detailed report which in-

cluded solutions to the forced convection problem and they gave a large

amount of tabulated data.

An outline of their analysis is included in Appendix VII and is

used to compare the experimental results of the present investigation.

Yang (28) in 1960, using the mated model, established the nec-

essary and sufficient conditions under which similarity solutions were

possible for vertical plates and cylinders. His unified analysis, which

included unsteady conditions, indicated that, for steady state, all

possible cases had essentially been covered previously. New cases for

unsteady conditons were formulated but not solved.

Thus, to summarize, the similarity technique has been widely

applied to both the constant temperature and heat flux problems. The

solution of such problems requires nontrivial numerical methods with
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slow convergence for each specific Prandtl number. These solutions

are quite accurate, particularly at moderate Prandtl numbers.

Perturbation Techniques: The term "perturbation solution" can

be applied to such a wide range of analysis techniques that is is diffi-

cult to give an entirely satisfactory definition. Van Dyke (29) discuss-

es parameter and coordinate perturbations as well as regular and

singular perturbations. He then discusses methods of "matched

asymptotic expansions" and "strained coordinates" as approaches use-

ful in solving the singular perturbation problem, which gives a rough

indication of the breadth of this technique. It is a technique which

uses an orderly process to make successively better solution approxi-

mations. The steps often include, a. a series expansion of the depend-

ent variable in terms of a small quantity, called a perturbation para-

meter, b. formulating the problem within and on distinct regions, c.

matching the solutions of neighboring regions at their mutual bound-

aries, and d. recombining the resulting "zeroth-order", "first-order",

"second-order", etc. solutions tp give an answer. They often in-

volve a large number of manipulations.

The following perturbation techniques have been used to find

solutions for natural convection heat transfer over a flat plate.

Yang and Jerger (30) in 1964 published their earlier work in

which a perturbation technique and a mated model were employed to

solve the constant temperature problem. Their formulation resulted
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in Ostrach's similarity solution as the zeroth-order solution--that is,

the same boundary conditions were applied. The perturbation para-
1

meter was Gr7s. They matched the horizontal flow conditions at the

edge of the boundary layer to the solution of an inviscidline sink, thus

obtaining the first-order approximation. The resulting ordinary

differential equations were solved by assuming a series solution and

evaluating the resulting functions numerically with the aid of a compu-

ter. Results for Pr = 0.72 and 10.0, as well as graphs of the func-

tions of the solution series were given.

Chang, Akins, Burris, and Bankoff (5) in 1964 following the

technique of Jang and Jerger and,using the mated model,used a pertur-

bation technique to solve the constant heat flux problem. They first

extended Sparrow and Gregg's similarity solution (1956) to Pr - 0.01

and 0.03. They then formulated and solved the first-order perturba-

tion solution for Prandtl numbers of 0.1 and 0.03. They gave extensive

numerical tabulations, complete graphs of the functions of the solution

series and numerous velocity and temperature profiles for these low

Prandtl number fluids. The matching condition was the same as Yang
-1/5

and Jerger. Their perturbation parameter was Gr . Their

results show that the velocity profiles and, to a lesser extent, the

temperature profiles are functions of x and Grashof number as well

as Prandtl number. That is, they are not self-similar. The discrep-

ancy between their perturbation solution and the equivalent similarity
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solution was greatest at small x and low Grashof number becoming

smaller as both x and the Grashof number got larger.

An outline of their analysis is included in Appendix VII and is

used to compare the experimental results of this investigation.

Sparrow and Guinle (31) in 1968 utilized a perturbation technique

and the mated model to study the effects of the transverse pressure
a

2u

2
and a

2T
,

gradient and the streamwise second derivatives (i. e. anu
ax ax

2

on the constant temperature problem. Solutions were obtained

numerically for Pr = 0. 03 and 0. 003. The governing equations were

solved for 4 conditions. Condition 1 considered only transverse pres-

sure effects, 2 only vorticity dissipation effects, and 3 only heat con-

duction effects. The fourth condition included all 3 effects. Their

results indicated that deviations in the classical similarity solution at

low Prandtl numbers were dominated by the heat conduction effect in

the x-direction, with pressure effects being moderately important.

Kuiken (32) in 1969 utilized the method of matched asymptotic

expansions and the severed model to solve the constant temperature

problem at low Prandtl numbers. His goal was to combine the advan-

tages of the integral solutions with those of the similarity solutions

without their disadvantages. His inner region included only that portion

of the boundary layer closest to the wall and the outer region was

assumed to be inviscid. He derived solutions through the second order

solution.



His result for liquid metals was

Nux = (0, 600 - 0. 324
X
Pr2)2 (28)
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Unfortunately, full velocity and temperature profiles are not given in

this paper.

Thus, to summarize, the perturbation technique appears to be in

its adolescence as far as natural convection problems are concerned.

One can reasonably expect to see further work in this direction.

Past Experimental Results

This section describes known experiments involving vertical flat

plates, laminar flow, and liquid metals (and a few others which are

reasonably close approximations).

Saunders (13) in 1939 made tests of heat transfer in mercury

and water. A flat electrical heater was buried in an insulated wall

and the assembly immersed in a mercury pool. The total heat flux was

plotted against (T -T ) At steady state the mercury pool was
oo

ave
"explored with a movable thermocouple in a glass tube". The resulting

horizontal temperature profile was described as "practically uniform",

but a vertical gradient was detected (he used a constant heat flux plate).

A plot of log (Nu) vs. log (Gr Pr) shows only 4 experimental data

points.
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Fedynskii (33) in 1958 was cited as having done experiments in

the USSR with "vertical slabs" and horizontal cylinders in mercury,

tin, eutectic lead-bismuth, and sodium. No further details were given.

Results were plotted on a graph of log (Nu) vs. log (Gr Pr) along with a

Lorenz curve which clearly didn't fit. No correlations or empirical

formulas were given for this data.

Julian (4 and 34) in 1968 conducted experiments to specifically

evaluate the perturbation solutions of Chang et al. A vertical flat

plate with constant heat flux in a mercury pool was used and temper-

ature profiles determined with a small thermocouple.

The boundary layer thickness, defined as 95% of (T - Teo) was

plotted and found to be roughly within 5% of Sparrow's integral result.

For Pr = 0. 022, the heat transfer results were

*0.188
Nu

1

x 5.1
Grx

as compared to Sparrow and Gregg's similarity solution of

Nu - 1 Gr*1 /5
x 6. 3 x

(29)

(30)

The experimental result was obtained from a least squares fit and had

a standard deviation of 0.021.

For GrL = 4.0 x 108 , the lowest obtained, temperature pro-

files at different x's were compared to check the conclusions reached

by Chang et al. that an x dependency exists. He concluded that there
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was a tendency to confirm such a conclusion, but that random experi-

mental error was rather large.

GrL = 109 .

No observable trends were noted for

Measured plate temperature varied as x1/5 Isotherms were

plotted and distortions due to trailing edge effects were noted.

His dimensionless measured temperatures and a curve for the

similarity solution with Pr = 0. 022 is reproduced as Figure 2.

0

4

1

12

Figure 2. Experimental temperatures - Julian (4 and 34).
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The fact that values tended to be a little low was attributed to

the effects of a finite container size.

Related Experiments: Heat transfer experiments were conducted

by Lillie (35) in 1966 in NaK between two parallel plates. Despite

completely different boundary conditions his values were within + 30%

of Sparrow and Gregg's similarity solution. An instability when the

plates were placed close together was reported.

Another related experiment was conducted within a vertical

cylinder by Bayley et al. (36). They used a thermosyphon apparatus

which is a vertical cylinder, with a closed bottom, located below and

opening into a cooled mercury reservoir. Mercury flowed up the

heated walls and returned down the cooler core. They claimed that

this apparatus closely approximates the "infinite atmospheres assumed

in many theoretical analysis", but it is difficult to make any meaning-

ful comparison with flat plates, due mainly to the geometrical differ-

ences in the reporting parameters.

Comments: No other experimental tests in liquid metals from

vertical flat plates have been found--and nothing at all in which natural

convection velocity measurements were attempted.

Saunders' geometry, a heater imbedded in a wall, is suspect

since the momentum boundary layer is well developed before heating

starts. However, at this point one should mention the theoretical

work by Scherberg (20) and the experimental work (in air) of Bevans
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(37) who conclude that, for a constant temperature plate, such discrep-

ancies are quite minor.

The work of Brodowicz (38) discusses problems in comparing

experimental and theoretical results. He then considers the source of

some of these discrepancies, particularly starting edge effects and

flow outside of the boundary layer.

He points out that the ideal comparison can be diagrammed as:

Complete
Equation
Set

Complete
Boundary
Conditions

Experimental
Exact Data from an
Solutions---).-- Ideal Model

But that what actually occurs can be diagrammed as:

Simplified
Equation Experimental
Set Approximate Data from a

Solution ''7"" Real Model
Simplified By-Part of
Boundary Phenomenon
Conditions

Main Part of
Phenomenon

thus, potential discrepancies arise from all sides.

This fact is not very profound, but it goes far when trying to

make comparisons and draw conclusions.
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Empirical Formulations

Since very little experimental work is available for this problem,

there are not many empirical formulas. There are, however, a

number of generally recommended formulas, based usually on a broad

Prandtl number fit, which are listed in Table I with no further comment.

Table I. Empirical equations.

Empirical Equations Conditions Reference

Nu = 0.196 Gr0.188x x

Nux = 0. 679 (Gr Pr 2)`1

Nu = 0. 5 2 Gr1Prni

10, 2
Nu = 0. 67 [ r 14

1 + P r

Const, Ht. Flx. , Pr=0. 022

Const. Temp. , Pr -.0

Gr < 109, m=0. 03 + (0. 02Pr1/3)

Const. Temp. , 102 < Gr < 108

4, p644

33, p85

60, p51

33, p88

Kutateladze et al. (33, p8 2) points out that for the liquid metal

range, dimensional analysis indicates empirical equations of the form

Nu = f(Gr, Pr 2 1 )I

422

rather then the more familiar
/1

Nu = f(Gr, Pr, , )
/

2

should be used.

(31)

(32)
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Hot Film Anemometry and Mercury

The method used to measure velocity, hot film anemometry, and

the properties of the liquid metal used, mercury, are briefly discuss-

ed in this section. Advantages, problems, and the work of others are

included.

Mercury: Mercury was chosen as the working fluid because it

has a low Prandtl number and can be conveniently used in the labor-

atory without special handling equipment. The main problems assoc-

iated with the use of mercury include cost, safety, and its high surface

tension which resists wetting. An expanded discussion of mercury is

given in Appendix III,

The Prandtl numbers of mercury go from about 0. 02 at 200°F

to 0. 03 at 30 o F. This falls generally toward the higher end of the

liquid metal range. Mercury is a liquid and doesn't oxidize at room

temperatures, eliminating the handling, cover gas, and higher temper-

ature equipment required for sodium, NaK and other commonly used

liquid metals.

Mercury property data, recommendations for laboratory hand-

ling, and cleaning procedures are widely available (39 and 40) and

there is a long and complete history concerning safety and mercury

poisoning,
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Mercury is a toxic substance, working very slowly but danger-

ous because it is expelled from the body slowly and with difficulty. In

a laboratory environment, the mercury vapor hazard is probably the

most acute hazard, but normal care should be used to prevent oral

ingestion and to keep skin areas clean. The U. S. Public Health Ser-

vice has established mercury vapor limits as 0.1 mg Hg/1 cu m of air

for an 8 hr day. By using an oil film over all open vessels, rigorous

cleanup techniques, and chemical washes, the mercury vapor in the

laboratory could be kept well below this limit. Vapor was monitored

with a model K23, Beckman Mercury Vapor Detector which uses an

ultraviolet absorption principle.

Simple and accurate visual methods exist for estimating the

purity of mercury. These are adequate to 1 ppm of base metal (Al,

zinc, cadimum, copper, etc) contamination. Other methods exist for

more accurate analysis (40).

Hot Film Anemometry: Hot film and hot wire anemometers are

widely used to measure local fluid velocities. Commercial sensors

and matching electronic equipment are available. Appendix II dis-

cusses anemometry in more detail. Only the application of this meas-

urement tool to mercury and some of the special problems which re-

sult are given in this subsection.

The first requirement for an anemometer sensor in a conducting

fluid is to insulate the basic transducer (resistance element) from the
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fluid but doing it such that the sensitivity loss is minimized. Sajben

(41) in 1965 used a thin wire with a 2. 5 micron thick enamel insulation.

Since then, commercial techniques have been developed to the point

where a thin quartz film can be deposited over the metal resistance

element to thickness ranging from about 0. 8 to 2 microns. Sensors of

this type have been used by Malcom (42, 42, and 44); Hoff (45), Hill

(46 and 47) and Easley (48) in their experiments in mercury.

The operation of this instrument is based on an electrical re-

sistance measurement which responds in turn to heat transfer vari-

ations at the sensor (49, p6). Not only is this heat transfer a function

of velocity, but it responds to changes in density and ambient tempera-

ture, too. Symbolically, it can be expressed as:

q = f(p V, AT) (33)

For the natural convection problem, constant density is believed to be

a good assumption. However, since the temperature difference pro-

vides the basic driving force and is closely coupled to the velocity, we

see that two parameters of expression 33 are varying, AT and V .

In other words, this velocity and temperature coupling causes experi-

mental complications just as it complicated the theoretical problem.

For steady state conditions (both temperature and velocity), the

changing temperature profile can be accounted for by assuming local

stability and establishing a new base resistance at each position. This
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is a time consuming, but a straightforward procedure. Other methods

of temperature compensation (resistance compensated and 2 sensor-

correlated output) are available but not well suited to the natural con-

vection problem (49, p6).

Stability and Drift: Every author (41, 42, 45, 46, and 48) who

has used a hot film sensor in mercury has reported the following prob-

lems: a. unstable voltage output at a constant, known input, b. voltage

drift with time, and c, unexpected gross voltages when certain test

parameters (such as covering fluid and probe removal and reinsertion)

were changed.

The presently accepted theory about the cause of these anomalies

is that in one way or another they are related to the existance of a

thermo-barrier film (increased thermal resistance) at the sensor-

mercury interface. This thermo-barrier film is probably composed

of very small, discrete oxide particles which collect and remain at a

mercury interface. Mercury does not oxidize, but base metals do.

Thus, any low-level base metal contamination is a source for such a

barrier film.

The well-known properties of mercury, that they form droplets

when spilled and that they form a convex meniscus, can be explained

by the high surface tension of mercury which is roughly 5 times that of

water. Considering this strong tendency for mercury to adhere to it-

self, a model is easy to visualize in which very small particles remain
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isolated and suspended within the fluid until they contact an interface

(top, vessel walls, sensor, etc. ) The existance and nature of such a

film has been hypothesized and Hoff (45) has secured some experiment-

al verification.

To eliminate the effects of such a thermal barrier film Malcolm

(42 and 43) and Hill (46 and 47) followed Sajben's (41) analytical treat-

ment of the calibration data. Essentially, this technique calculates

the difference between the anemometer output voltage at no flow and

the voltage at a given flow and treats the influence of the barrier film

as a constant for any one insertion and run. Hoff (45) recorded signif-

icant improvement in stability, drift, and sensor life (an unexpected

bonus) by depositing a metallic film over the quartz insulating film,

This allowed the mercury to wet the sensor. Gold and copper were

used, Ease ly (48) had the same problems but failed to indicate an

effective solution.

Calibration: Each individual sensor must be calibrated to corre-

late output voltage with fluid velocity. Malcolm (42 and 43), Hill (46

and 47) and Sajben (41) used horizontal tow tanks in which the probe was

attached to a carriage and pulled at different velocities through a

trough of still mercury, Hoff (45) and Ease ly (48) rotated round baths

of mercury and fixed the probe at different radial distances to obtain

different velocities. In addition, at higher speeds Hoff used a simple

flow facility in which mercury flowed through a piping arrangement at
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different speeds past a fixed probe. Dring and Gebhart (50) describe a

calibration device which holds the probe in a vertical position and has

a vertical motion. They feel that this geometry and relative motion

is superior for natural convection calibration.
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DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT

The specific goal of this experiment is established in this chapter

and the necessary conditions and parameters are developed to accom-

plish this purpose.

Additional description of the equipment is given in Appendix IV,

Purpose

The purpose of this experiment is to measure natural convection

velocity and temperature profiles from both constant heat flux and con-

stant temperature vertical plates.

This data can then be used for 2 purposes: first, to evaluate the

general validity of the available models and boundary conditions, sec-

ond, to provide support for available empirical equations (or to pre-

sent new ones) as an aid to the designer facing practical heat transfer

problems in liquid metals.

Velocity - Temperature Measurement

To read velocities, a hot film anemometer was chosen and to read

temperatures, a millivolt potentiometer and thermocouples were used.

A Thermo-Systems Inc. 1050 anemometer system and standard

probe (with a right angle bend at the tip end) was used. The probe was

further modified by attaching 2 thermocouple assemblies to the probe



body with adhesive. A schematic of the probe assembly is given as

Figure 3.

11"

A A

Thermocouple (2)

A-A

Figure 3. Sensor schematic.

Sensor
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The output voltage of the anemometer was sent to a digital volt-

meter and X-Y plotter, in addition to the anemometer meter.

Calibration

An anemometer requires calibration. Numerous tests with a

horizontal, tow-type calibration tank, proved to be unusable (see

Appendix VI). However, from these tests it was determined that: first,

the probe should be calibrated in the same position as measurements
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are taken, and second, calibration and velocity-temperature measure-

ments should be done in the same vessel as the heat transfer experi-

ment without removing the probe.

The calibration facility had 3 parts, a. a velocity generating

part, b, the weight, weight-guide frame, and probe part, and c. the

mercury vessel part. A calibration system schematic is given as

Figure 4.

The velocity generation system was a water-filled tube contain-

ing a close fitting weight to restrict the speed and fitted with a bypass

and needle valve for fine control. Appropriate cables and a triggering

mechanism were included.

The falling weight part incorporated a switch arrangement and

lapsed-time counter to determine the true probe velocity. A series of

adjustable rollers on a frame prevented the weight and probe from

rotating and swinging.

A photograph of the calibration apparatus is given as Figure 5.

Heat Transfer Equipment

The heat transfer experiment consisted of a heated plate held in

a mercury pool with a positionable measuring probe properly aligned

with it.

A photograph of the heat transfer apparatus is given as Figure 6.
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Figure 4. Calibration system schematic.
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Figure 5. Calibration apparatus

Figure 6. Heat transfer apparatus
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Heaters: Two hot surface conditions were required - constant

heat flux and constant temperature. Actually constructed, these plates

were approximations to these conditions; the constant heat flux was a

good approximation, the constant temperature only fair (hereafter,

this shall be called pseudo-constant temperature plate).

The constant heat flux plate was made by sandwiching a commer-

cial film heater between two thin metal plates and securing the assem-

bly with adhesive. The resulting size was 11 in. high by 51in. long

by 0. 035 in. thick.

The pseudo-constant temperature plate had 6 separate zones.

Each zone had its own heaters, temperature detector, and solid-state,

proportional controller. Each zone was individually controlled to

approximate a constant temperate profile. The size of the finished

plate was 11in. high by 51 in. long by 0.105 in. thick.

A schematic of these 2 heaters is given as Figure 7.

A D. C. power supply was used to power the constant heat flux

plate. Voltmeters and a shunt were used to measure voltage and

amperage so input power could be calculated.

A control panel with 6 solid-state, proportional temperature con-

trollers, each with appropriate controls, was constructed to power

the constant temperature plate.

Positioning Assembly: To place accurately and measure the

probe assembly, a commercial optical measuring instrument was
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Adhesive -z,

Plates7(21

Plates (2) Heaters
(12)
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a. constant heat
flux plate

Temp.
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(6)

b. constant temp-
erature plate

Figure 7. Heater schematic.
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modified. This instrument could measure to 0.001 in. accuracy in

two dimensions. It was secured to a rigid frame.

A dial indicator was also attached to this frame and provisions

were incorporated for mounting the heated plates. The dial indicator

allowed for measurements to 0. 0001 in. over a total distance of 0. 4 in.

measured perpendicular to the plate (the major portion of the boundary

layer). Thus, the assembly could be moved as a unit without disturb-

ing the relative probe-to-plate adjustment.

A schematic of the positioning assembly is given as Figure 8.

Centerline of frame

Plate

Probe

Figure 8. Positioning assembly schematic.
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Mercury Vessel: A steel box, approximately 1 cu. ft. in volume,

held the mercury. It was surrounded by a water bath 6 in, wide on 4

sides and by 42 in, of insulation around that. A commercial heater-

mixer-controller was used in the water bath along with additional

stirrers. A foam-plastic slab (with appropriate cutouts) insulated the

top and 2 in, of cedar provided some insulation below.

A schematic of the mercury vessel is given as Figure 90

Opening for Positioning
Mechanism

Heater- Controller - Stirrer
Foam

Stirrer Insulation

°00 0
e 0°0
6 0° o° 00 Mercury H 0

2
00

o 0

Steel Wood

Wood

Insulation

Sheet Metal

Figure () Mercury vessel schematic.

Design Parameters

A number of the more important design parameters are discussed
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in this section.

Grashof Numbers: The heater sizes, the operating levels (power

and temperature) and the positions of measurement had to be chosen.

The final choice was a compromise among the following design and

operating criteria:

1. Power and size considerations had to be compatable with

existing equipment.

2. Only a certain amount of mercury was available.

3. The rating and sizes of commercial heaters were broad but

limited.

4. As wide a range of Grashof number (i. e. power or tempera-

ture) and as wide a range on x/L as possible were desired.

This goal was to check whether or not profiles vary as do

these parameters. (Conclusions of the perturbation solu-

tions - but not of the similarity or integral solutions. )

Note: The perturbation solutions predict that the greatest

deviation occurs at low Grashof numbers and low x/L --

precisely where profiles are hardest to measure.

5. Flow conditions were to be limited to the laminar range.

6. Both temperature and velocity were to be as large as poss-

ible to aid in the measurements.

These criteria were balanced by varying different factors in the

evaluation of the theoretical solutions of Ostrach (9) and Sparrow and
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Gregg (25).

The x/L values chosen for measurements were, 0. 2, 0. 4, 0. 6,

and 0. 8. (Note: It was concluded that the values picked by Chang et al.

(5) would not fit the experimental measurement criteria as well as

the s e).

Two Grashof numbers for each plate were chosen -- a high and a

low. They are

1. Low Const Heat Flux Plate -- 5 x 107

2. High Const Heat Flux Plate -- 1 x 109

3. Low Pseudo-Constant Temperature Plate -- 1 x 10
7

4. High Pseudo-Constant Temperature Plate -- 5 x 108

Transport Properties: The reference temperature, as calculat-

ed by Sparrow and Gregg (51), for the variable-property, natural con-

vection, vertical plate problem is

Tr = T- 0. - T ) (34)
w 00

Differences exist between transport parameters as listed in the

literature, with no clear indication as to which is the most accurate.

Later checks on the data show, however, that different values of trans-

port parameters make very little difference in results.

Density (p), viscosity (s), and heat capacity (c p) were taken

from the Liquid Metal Handbook (39, p39-43).
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Thermal conductivity (k) was taken from Ewing et al, (52) whose

results are in fair agreement with others (53).

Gold Coated Sensors: The use of sensors with a very thin gold

coating to promote wetting of the mercury was felt to be desirable.

Mr. Marc Hoff, Research Department, Grumman Aerospace Corp.

used a vapor deposition technique to coat a number of the sensors used

in this work.

Attempts to coat sensors with silver, using chemical plating

methods, were unsuccessful. They were highly insensitive and the

silver amalgamated away very rapidly.

Overheat Weighting Factor: In natural convection problems, both

AT and V vary. Since the anemometer responds to both variables it

is necessary to make AT constant.

Assuming locally steady state conditions, AT will be constant

for constant overheat ratio since

OHR = Ro /Ra
1 + a (To - T a) (35)

Where: OHR is overheat ratio, R is resistance, T is temperature,

a is temperature coefficient of resistance, and the subscripts o and

a indicate "operating" and "ambient", respectively,

The anemometer resistance decades are adjustable to only the

second decimal point. Hence, when a constant overheat ratio is applied,
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the roundoff error changes the overheat ratio by a small amount.

This point is best illustrated by an example:

1. Ambient Resistance, Ra, is measured (using null meter

deflection to interpolate the third decimal point) as, Ra =

7. 852 C2 .

2. Multiplying by the overheat ratio, 1.10, yields the operating

resistance, Ro = 8. 637212

3. This would be set into the anemometer as, Ro = 8. 6412.

4. Thus, the true overheat ratio is, TOHR = 1.1004.

This value is sufficient to change the output.

In order to adjust for this effect, a correction was applied. It

is defined as:

OHC = (TOHR - OHR) 1000 .

In the above example, OHC = +4. 0. The values measured in

the experiment ranged from -6. 0 to +6.0.

A number of times during the tests, the desired operating re-

sistance fell, at, or very near, the half way point. At those times

(24 total) voltages with Ro rounded high and rounded low were re-

corded (for example, if Ro happened to equal 8. 6350 S2 --one reading

at 8. 630 and one reading at 8. 64 S2 would be made).

The difference between these values would be the difference be-

tween -6. 0 and +6.0. This difference was divided by 12 and averaged,
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The results gave a weighting factor as shown in Table IL

Table IL Weighting factor,

Weighting
Factor
V/OHC

Standard
Deviation

CHF No.

CT

CHF No.

1

2

. 0081 2

00710

. 00784

1.

.

.

5884

9 229

3931

The corrected value is

Corrected Value = Orig. Volts - Wt. Factor x OHC

Hence, in the above example, (assuming CHF No. 1) if the

original voltage reading had been 1. 256 volts the corrected value would

be 1. 289 volts.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The procedures used during the testing sequences (velocity-

temperature and calibration measurements) and the rules and methods

used during data reduction are outlined in this chapter.

Test Sequence

The sequence of steps used to make velocity-temperature tests

and calibration tests is listed in this section. Details of the main

steps are given in following sections and details of the intermediate

steps are listed here.

First: The positioner assembly was bench mounted and checked

with an optical microscope. Vertical alignment was checked and ad-

justments made if necessary. Values at x = 0 and at y = 0 were

measured and recorded,

Second: The positioner assembly was fitted to the mercury

vessel. A ring, made from a tygon tube, was placed on the mercury

surface and mineral oil removed from within it with a suction bottle.

Residual oil was blown away with an air stream to permit probe in-

sertion into the mercury with a minimum of fouling,

The insulating cover was installed, the water bath brought to

temperature, and the anemometer switched to "standby". Experience

showed that a soaking time of from 16 to 32 hours was desirable to
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minimize erratic voltage readings.

Third: The velocity-temperature measurements were made.

See the following section for details.

Fourth: An intermediate clamping frame was used to hold the

probe while the remaining parts of the positioning assembly (plate,

frame, and positioning mechanism) were removed and the calibration

equipment installed.

The probe was attached to the weight. Thus, the "calibrate"

configuration was achieved without shutting off the anemometer or re-

moving the probe from the fluid.

Fifth: The calibration measurements were made. See the cali-

bration section for details.

Comments on Calibration Method: Original plans were to use

gold plated sensors, similar to those of Hoff (45). A horizontal tow

tank was built and calibrations on these sensors were made. The gold

improved the probe performance considerably, but did not completely

eliminate the erratic voltage readings. After numerous calibrations

with this facility -- and many broken probes -- it was concluded that

both measurements and calibrations in the same vessel were necessary.

The advantages of the long tow tank for calibration are that start-

ing oscillations had diminished considerably before the calibration was

made and calibrations could be made both before and after the measure-

ments.
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Attempts were made with the vertical calibration equipment to

reinstall the plate and positioning mechanism without removing the

probe from the mercury. This was successful, but only at the loss of

some information since exact repositioning of the probe was not poss-

ible.

Velocity-Temperature Measurement

After a number of trials with different overheat ratios, an over-

heat ratio of 1. 10 was concluded to be best.

Constant Heat Flux Plate: Electrical power was supplied by the

power supply and measured with the voltmeters and shunt to obtain

the previously determined Grashof numbers as given in Table III.

Table III. Power levels.

Condition
Desired

Grashof No.
Actual

Power Supplied

CH FL
(const. ht. flx-low) 5 x 107 17. 51 watts

CHFH
(const. ht. flx-high) 1 x 109 287. 0 watts

Pseudo-Constant Temperature Plate: The control panel was con-

nected to the plate by 6 sets of power leads and 6 sets of temperature

detector leads.
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Each controller was set to provide the same temperature and

was checked with the thermocouple on the probe assembly.

Unfortunately, during the first test, the fifth heater up from the

bottom shorted out internally and ruined its controller (this was before

the fast-acting fuses were installed). Due to the plate construction,

only 2 choices remained, either eliminate the constant temperature

test entirely, or use the lower portion of the plate and eliminate the

x/L position of 0. 8. The second choice was accepted, despite the

distortion in the temperature profile of the plate.

The adjustment of the plate temperature took from 3 to 5 hours,

but once established it remained stable.

Measurement Procedure: The step-by-step procedure used for

velocity-temperature measurements is outlined in this subsection.

The procedure was repeated for each x/L position, each Grashof

number, and each plate.

Two complete sets of runs were made (21weeks apart) for the

constant heat flux plate, to establish repeatability. One set of runs

was made for the pseudo-constant temperature plate.

Early in this test series one of the sheathed thermocouples

broke. Because a large amount of earlier data had established that

both thermocouples responded identically, the tests were continued

with the one operable thermocouple.

The procedure was as follows:
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1. The controls were set and warmup initiated as per the

anemometer operating instructions. The thermocouple ice

bath was filled with distilled ice and water.

2. Predetermined x and y values were set on the positioner

mechanism. Both vernier's and the dial readings were re-

corded.

3. The millivolt potentiometer was balanced (both electrically

and mechanically) and the slidewire moved and repositioned

to measure the thermocouple output. This value was re-

corded.

4. The resistance value Ra was measured and recorded, then

multiplied by the overheat ratio of 1.10. The result. Ro,

was rounded to 2 decimal places to get Ro , which was re-

corded and then set in the anemometer as operating resis-

tance.

5. The anemometer was turned to "Run".

6. The appropriate voltage suppression was switched in to

achieve maximum sensitivity. A suppression of 11. 0 volts

was used for all tests reported here.

7. A stablization period of at least 70 sec. was maintained

(Earlier it was determined that most detectable transients

had vanished 35 sec. after initial "turn-on". )
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8. The digital voltmeter was "triggered" and the X-Y plotter

"flagged" simultaneously. The voltmeter reading was record-

ed.

9. The sequence was repeated by switching the anemometer and

recorder to "standby" and then moving to and recording a

new y position. For a fixed x , the probe was moved from

the pool to the plate and then back.

Calibration

An outline of the calibration steps is given in this section.

Switch Distance: The velocity against which the anemometer

voltage was calibrated was obtained by dividing a known distance by the

elapsed time.

The electrical distance (from timer-on to timer-off) was meas-

ured before and after each set of calibration runs. Dial calipers were

clamped to the frame so that one jaw could move with the weight. At

least 10 pairs of readings were made by each observation. The exact

electrical distance changed slightly (+ 0. 010 in. ) whenever the weight-

guide frame was moved, but a typical measured distance was 0. 217 in.

Excellent repeatability was found between readings for a particular

calibration.

Measurement Procedure: The procedure was as follows:

1. The anemometer usually-was left on standby, however, controls
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were checked and the ice bath checked prior to a calibration.

2. Position zero is defined as the mid-position between the

velocity measuring switches. The weight was lowered to

this position and held.

3. The resistance value, Ra was measured and recorded,

then multiplied by the overheat ratio of 1.10. The result,

Ro was rounded to 2 decimal places to get Ro whith was

recorded and then set in the anemometer as operating re-

sistance.

4. The thermocouple temperature was recorded using the same

technique as before.

5. The anemometer was switched to "Run" and the system

allowed to stabilize for at least 70 seconds.

6. The output voltage at zero flow was plotted on the X-Y

plotter. The digital voltmeter was "triggered" and the plot-

ter "flagged", simultaneously. The voltmeter value was

recorded.

7. The recorder and plotter were switched to standby and the

weight and probe moved to the "full up" position. The valves

and auxillary weights were adjusted for the approximate

velocity desired.

8. A stabilization period of not less than 90 seconds was main-

tained.
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9. The recorder was started. The latch was released, allowing

the weight and probe to fall. The digital voltmeter was

"triggered" and the plotter "flagged" at position zero (as

defined in step 1, above).

10. The test sequence was repeated. A new velocity was estab-

lished by changing the valve setting and weights as desired.

Note that the overheat correction was not required for the calibration

process because a voltage at zero velocity was established for each

run.

Temperature Effects: The possibility that calibration curves

varied as the temperature varied was investigated. Such a dependency

would occur only if the transport parameters were strong functions

of temperature, since the technique previously described accounted

for the steady state temperature gradient.

A series of calibrations were repeated for seven different

temperatures covering the range of interest. The results of a simple

statistical check showed conclusively that the calibration curves were

not related to temperature. Therefore all further calibrations were at

constant temperature.

Data Reduction Rules

A certain amount of judgement was required during the data

reduction process. To maintain consistency, a set of rules were made.
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These rules are outlined in this section.

Voltage at Zero Velocity: To obtain velocity, a voltage differ-

ence, AV , is required. During the heat transfer measurements, a

voltage corresponding to a particular velocity is measured, leaving

only the voltage reading at zero velocity to be determined. Due to

erratic fluctuations, this value had to be determined by an averaging

process. In addition, some runs showed a tendency for the voltage

to rise, slightly, as measurements were taken far from the plate. A

slight downward flow near the wall could be one explanation for such

an observation.

The following rule or procedure was followed to evaluate this

voltage. The raw data was plotted and a number of points, from 3 to

10 depending on the run, were chosen near the minimum. These values

were then averaged to obtain the reference voltage for zero flow.

The vertical position of the resulting curve was sensitive to this

number, the curve shape remained unchanged.

Contact Position and Temperature: The primary reference for

knowing when the probe contacted the hot plate was obtained from the

visual measurements made on the bench before insertion into the

mercury. But for some reason, slight variations in this exact contact

point occurred during a test. These were detected and measured by

making a series of very small steps (approximately 0.0005 in. ) in

the vicinity of the wall and closely monitoring both the anemometer
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and thermocouple responses.

The "corrected" y value was usually within + 0. 003 in. of the

bench measurement.

The plate temperature could be determined easily from this

"fine structure" plot.

The probe assembly was purposely built with one thermocouple

assembly extending slightly beyond the hot-film sensor. Then when

the probe contacted the plate, this thermocouple hit first and the deli-

cate sensor pivoted downward, parallel to the plate. This permitted

good measurement of plate temperature and damage protection for the

sensor.

This operation was checked visually a number of times on the

bench. The probe assembly was very elastic, returning to the start-

ing position repeatedly and accurately, and performed this way as

long as the carriage did not exceed the true contact point by more than

0. 013 in.

The thermocouple protrusion was measured as 0. 0023 in. A

correction factor for this difference was incorporated into the data

reduction program.

Reference Temperature: The experimental scatter was much lower

for temperature measurements than for velocity measurements and

the temperatures approached an asymptotic value at large y. Thus,

temperature values at infinity were easily obtained with a simple
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averaging process.

Discrete, Random Voltage Jumps: A few times during the exper-

iments, the anemometer response, at constant y would "jump" for no

explainable reason (see chapter on error analysis). The resulting

raw data graphs had the appearance of a smooth function superimpos-

ed over a step function. It was concluded that less error would be

introduced if an adjustment was made for this step-type voltage change

than if it were not made. Such an adjustment was made only if there

was strong evidence that a change had actually occurred.

Once, this step change occurred during a measurement. Thus

alerted, it was possible to retrace experimentally the previous y

values. The direct, point-by-point correlation was slightly non-linear.

At other times, it was assumed simply that adjacent values were equal

(admittedly a gross assumption) and the resulting constant step differ-

ence was applied to the affected points.

Values adjusted in this manner have been marked with a double

asterisk in Appendix V.

Raw Data Reduction: Both drift and noise occurred as the raw

data was recorded. Attempts to minimize these effects resulted in

the following data reduction procedures.

Velocity measurement recordings were, more or less, horizon-

tal lines with a "flag" indicating where the digital voltmeter had been

triggered. A horizontal averaging line was drawn visually through the
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curve and a correction applied between this line and the digital volt-

meter reading.

Calibration recordings consisted of 2 parts, the zero velocity,

horizontal, base value and the changing value during the drop. The

horizontal, zero reference portion was handled as the velocity--meas-

urement recordings, above. The portion of the recording correspond-

ing to the triggered switch distance (during the drop of the weight)

was usually so narrow that averaging wasn't necessary. However, a

few times these recordings had to be averaged visually, also.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results are presented and discussed in this chapter. The

experimental results are presented as trends. The individual data

points are shown in the graphs of Appendix I.

The best available analytical results are plotted along with the

experimental trends of this work for comparison purposes.

Dimensionless Coordinates

The results of natural convection heat transfer generally expres-

sed in dimensionless variables. The absissa is the similarity para-

meter, which can be considered as an expanded y direction with

small correction for the x position. The ordinates are nondimension-

alized velocity, F' and temperature, 0

An outline of the analysis is given in Appendix VII. The origin

of these parameters is clearest from such an outline; in this section,

however, these parameters will simply be stated.

Constant Heat Flux Plate

C
1

-7 g 3 q )1/5
(Grx4)

1 /5

5kv2 5x

4 3 5 4/5
C2 7- (5 gpqv )1/5 = v (;) Gr*1/5x

(36)
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The similarity parameter is

Gr
= CI y/x1/5 = (-5x )1 /5y/x

and the dimensionless velocity is
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where u is the velocity in the x direction. The dimensionless

temperature is
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where q is the constant heat flux of the plate and k is the thermal

conductivity of the mercury.

Constant Temperature Plate
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u (44)

where, again, u is the velocity in the x direction. The dimension-

less temperature is simply

0 -
T - T

w 00

T - Teo

Velocity-Temperature; Constant Heat Flux

(45)

The results of the constant heat flux tests are presented as 4

figures (2 for velocity and 2 for temperature), each with 4 individual

curves (for each x/L position). Two series of constant heat flux

experiments were run and their results lumped to determine the ex-

perimental trends. These trends are plotted against the best analytical

solutions.

Importanta Please note that the ',best" available analytical

solutions, in the opinion of the author, are Sparrow and Gregg's sim-

ilarity solution extrapolated to Pr = 0. 02, from Chang et al. (5), and

the perturbation solutions from this same report. When making com-

parisons one must keep in mind that these curves are for different

conditions. The differences are given in Table IV.
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Table IV. Graphical parameters.

Experiment
Similarity
Solution

Perturbation
Solution

Pr . 0 237 - . 02 . 03

Gr-low 4 x107 107

-high 9x108
109

x/L-1 st . 2 . 1 25

-2nd . 4 . 25

-3rd . 6 . 50

-4th . 8 . 75

Figure 10: The trends of the experimental velocity variation for

the low Modified-Grashof numbers (4. 05 x 107 and 4. 37 x 107) are

shown in these 4 graphs of Figure 10. Not apparent in Figure 10 is

the very wide range of scatter existing for x/L = . 2. This can be

partly explained by realizing that for this run (low Gr, low x/L) the

maximum recorded velocity was on the order of 7 in. /min. with most

of the velocities around 2 or 3 in. /min. This low velocity is easily

hidden in the random voltage fluctuations. The non-dimensionaliza-

tion process tends to obscure this fact. A number of the points devi-

ated so much that they couldn't be plotted.

Observations indicate that repeatability between the 2 separate

constant heat flux data sets is quite good. Although on two runs

(x/L = . 6 and 8) individual differences between data sets are discernable.
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The most obvious observation is that the curves are below the

similarity prediction and the shapes more closely approximate the

perturbation shapes than the similarity shapes (recall that a direct

comparison to the perturbation curves is not legitimate because of

the difference in Prandtl numbers).

Figure 11: The trends of the experimental temperature variation

for the low Modified-Grashof numbers (4. 05 x 107 and 4. 37 x 107) are

shown in the 4 graphs of Figure 11. Once again, the most scatter

was found for these low Grashof number runs. Even so, temperature

scatter is not excessive considering the total temperature difference

(for example, this total difference was about 1. 5
0 F for x/L = 2 and

about 2. Oo F for x/L = .8).

Generally, the temperatures tended to fall below, or at best,

near, the predicted profiles.

Figure 1 2: The trends of experimental velocity for the high

Modified-Grashof numbers (8. 69 x 108 and 9. 23 x 108) are shown in

the 4 graphs of Figure 1 2. The deviations in these plots are much

lower than for the low Grashof number case.

Again, observation indicates that the experimental trends are

below the predicted profiles and their shapes more closely approxi-

mate the perturbation solution profile than the similarity profile.

Maximum velocities seem to occur somewhat closer to the plate

than predicted, with a very steep slope near the plate.
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The repeatability between the two data sets is considered to be

quite good despite an indication of separate profiles for x/L = . 6 and

.8.

Figure 1 3: The trends of the experimental temperature variation

for high Modified-Grashof numbers (8. 69 x 108 and 9. 23 x 108) are

shown in the 4 graphs of Figure 1 3.

The important observation is that they each fall below the theo-

retical curve (the perturbation temperature solutions fall so close to

the similarity solution at higher Modified- Grashof numbers that they

were not plotted). The deviations were small.

General Observations: All profiles, both velocities and temper-

atures, fall below the analytical predictions. The velocity profiles

did not appear to fit either of the analytical profiles well, but of the

2 they more closely resembled the perturbation shape. Again note,

however, since no known solutions exist for perturbation solutions at

Pr = 0.0 2, one can only approximate their shape by using the 0. 03

Prandtl number solutions.

The solutions of the natural convection heat transfer from a

vertical plate problem are definitely functions of x/L and Modified-

Grashof number.

Velocity-Temperature; Pseudo-Constant Temperature

The results of the pseudo-constant temperature tests are
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presented as 4 figures (2 for velocity and 2 for temperature) each with

3 individual graphs (for the 3 lower x/L positions).

They are plotted against the best analytical solutions available-

Sparrow and Gregg's integral solution (15) and Cygan and Richandson's

integral solution (22) both for Pr = 0. 02. (The graphs in Appendix I

also includes Ostrach's curve (9) for a Pr = 0.1 for comparison pur-

poses. ) Note that both these solutions are self-similar. There are

no known constant-temperature solutions which give a Grashof number

or x/L variation, except Yang and Jerger (30) and the lowest Prandtl

number they evaluated was 0.72.

Figure 14: The trends of the experimental velocity variation for

the low Grashof number (1.98 x 107) are shown in the 3 graphs of

Figure 14.

Again, a fairly large amount of scatter is noted, with the lower

x/L values showing the greatest amount.

Figure 15: The trends of the experimental temperature variation

for the low Grashof number (1. 98 x 107) are shown in the 3 graphs of

Figure 15.

The experimental scatter was fairly low and it's seen that the

experimental trends for temperature fit the analytical solutions much

better than their corresponding velocity curves.

Figure 16: The trends of the experimental velocity variation for

the high Grashof number (7. 60 x 107) are shown in the 3 graphs of
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Figure 16.

There is a small amount of scatter with the experimental results

falling below, near, and above the analytical predictions.

Figure 1 7: The trends of the experimental temperature variation

for the high Grashof number (7. 60 x 107) are shown in the 3 graphs of

Figure 17.

These show a very low deviation and a fairly good fit. There is

still a tendency, however, for the experimental profiles to fall below

the analytical profiles.

General Observations: As with the constant heat flux plate, a

functional relationship definitely exists between the profiles and x/L

and the Grahof number.

The transcendental profile for temperature (erfc) assumed by

Cygan and Richardson (22) is rather good, particularly at the higher

Grashof numbers.

Also, there is a tendency for all the temperature profiles to fall

below the predicted analytical profiles. So much variation exists for

the velocity profiles it's difficult to reach a general conclusion.

However, since some curves fall below and some above one could

suggest that these velocity profiles are reasonable.

Calibration

The calibration data was fitted with a sixth order polynominal
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using a stepwise linear regression analysis. This statistical analysis

was applied to each calibration independently and for the data reduction

of a particular set of experiments the matching calibration was used.

The coefficients of correlations, R , for these calibrations are

First Calibration -- .99797
Second Calibration . 99846
Third Calibraion .99800

Data for these 3 calibrations is shown in Figure 18. Only 1 curve

is shown because the other 2 did not differ sufficiently to be distin-

guishable on this graph.

Considering the many opportunities for experimental error,

such good statistical correlation is heartening.

The repeatability and overlap of the data, despite removal and

reinsertion of the probe, is also quite significant. The first and last

calibrations were 6-1 weeks apart. The failure of the gold probes to

reproduce calibrations lead to the cancellation of the horizontal tow

tank calibration attempts.

It should be emphasized that while this particular probe per-

formed admirably, there were many more which could not be ade-

quately calibrated.

Pseudo-Constant Temperature Plate

Numerous temperature profiles were required to establish the

closest approximation to a constant temperature plate condition. Once
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established, this profile was quite stable. The results of the final

profile for both the high and low Grashof numbers are shown in Figure

19. Note the effect of the burned out number 5 heater (counting from

the bottom). Note, also, the steep, but finite, slope at the leading

edge.

When the heaters were designed it was decided that heaters of

equal width would be easier to obtain and control. Now, after adjust-

ing the controllers and measuring the profiles, the advantages of

narrow heaters near the leading edge and wider heaters as x/L gets

larger are obvious.

Raw Data

Reproduction of typical raw data recordings are shown in Figure

20. The horizontal scale, time, is 10 sec. /cm. and the vertical scale,

voltage, is 0.1 volts/cm.

Figure 20-a is a reproduction of a velocity measurement which

had a wide voltage variation and Figure 20-b is a reproduction of a

more stable recording. The majority of the raw data recordings

were stable.

The measured voltage, at the flag, for Figure 20-a is 1. 850v.

The visual averaging process resulted in a reduction of 0. 010v. from

this value and since Ra = 7.870 C2 and Ro = 8. 66 S2 an overheat

correction of +4. resulted in a further reduction (the correction value
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0. 00784) of 0. 0313v. This gave a final value of 1. 808v. The measured

voltage at the flag for Figure 20-b was 1. 528v and since Ra = 7. 748 0

and Ro = 8. 520 an overheat correction of -4. resulted in an increase

of 0. 0313v. This gave a final value of 1. 560v.

A reproduction of a typical calibration plot pair is shown in

20-c. Note that vibrations have increased the effective line width dur-

ing the run, but since the digital voltmeter averages over 20 msec

and it was triggered just as the timer was, the effect of this vibration

was smaller than expected. For the longer, horizontal tow tank cali-

brator, the run times were longer and these vibrations tended to

dampen out. Also, a possibility exists that some of this noise is

weight-guide bearing induced. The trailing pattern is typical.

The voltage reading at the flag on the zero velocity plot, left

side, was 1. 347v and during the probe drop the voltage at the flag was

1. 674v. This gives a difference of 0. 327v. The time to travel the

0. 21 56 in. switch distance was 697. 9ms. Hence, the result; 0. 327v

is equivalent to a velocity of 18. 534 in. /min.

Experimental Nusselt Number

An experimental expression for the heat transfer was deter-

mined and is given in this section.

Slopes at the wall, AT / Ay , were measured for all the experi-

mental profiles. The resulting local Nusselt number is plotted against
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the local Grashof number.

The results for the constant heat flux plate are shown in Figure

21 along with Julian's curve (4 and 34).

The least square's fit of this data yielded

Nux = 0. 3 25 Gr
*0.178
x

(46)

with a coefficient of correlation, R of 0. 859. Julian's equation was

given as

Nu = O. 196 Gr
0. 0.188

x x
(47)

with a standard deviation of 0.021 (it's not clear exactly what is

meant, but the deviation is very small for this data). He has many

more data points. His result was very close to the Sparrow and

Gregg solution of

Nu = O. 159 Gr 0. 200
x x

(48)

Similar results for the pseudo-constant temperature plate are

shown in Figure 22. Since only 6 positions have been recorded,

these results should be used with extreme care.

The least square's fit of this data yields the relation

Nu = O. 332Gr
0.183

x x
(49)
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SOURCES OF ERROR

There are 3 major sources of error and a large number of rela-

tively minor error sources involved in these experiments. The minor

ones are the type typically found in most experimental work; the major

ones, however, are all somewhat unique to the velocity-measurements-

in-mercury problem. These three major error sources are discussed

separately and the minor ones listed in this chapter.

Thermo-Barrier Film

From the earliest literature reviews it was known that some

sort of physical phenomenon existed which caused output voltage drift

and random variation when hot wire or hot film equipment was used in

mercury. Since others had described this phenomenon and developed

techniques to combat it, the author wasn't prepared for the physical

problems which it presented nor for the existance of the "step-change

effect".

Attempts to control completely this phenomenon were unsuccess-

ful-- either by differencing calibration techniques, or by using different

covering fluids, or by "clean" mercury, or by long soaking and hold-

ing times, or by utilizing noble metal coated probes. Many of these'

techniques helped, but they did not eliminate the problems.
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Magnitude: Noting Figure 20-a of the Results Chapter, random

variation on the order of 50 my. was, at times, recorded. This was

after significant efforts were made to minimize these problems. The

first 3 values of the calibration for this test was 75 my. , 60 my. and

97 my. , respectively.

It is not possible to make an honestly useful percent error esti-

mate because this random voltage fluctuation maintained the same

order of magnitude while the voltage, of course, changed with velocity.

However, for the example shown in Figure 20-a the maximum varia-

tion was 15. 3%, but if the same conditions had existed at the lowest

velocities it could be as high as 83%.

For a proper perspective, it must be emphasized that many of

the individual runs showed no (or very little) random variation and no

drift or step-changes in the voltage output. Attempts to correlate the

initiation of this behavior to some other parameter were entirely

unsuccessful. The erratic voltage fluctuations could be monitored

with the plotter and, when they existed, longer plotter recordings

could be made as an averaging aid. Of far greater concern was the

possibility of an undetected step-change or, to a lesser extent, moder-

ate voltage drift rates. A step-change of 41 my. occurred once dur-

ing a plotter recording, permitting a measurement. Apparently this

behavior didn't occur frequently, but it's existence was very discon-

certing.
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Gold Film vs. Soaking: Attempts were made to combat this

problem by using gold plated probes. An improvement was noted, but

complete elimination of the problems didn't occur. Also, most of the

gold plated probes were associated with long residual mercury inser-

tions (due to the nature of the horizontal tow tank) and it's uncertain

which effects could be attributed to the gold and which to the long

residence times.

The fact is, however, that the performance of the probe used

for the experiments reported here, performed as well, or better,

than any other - coated or uncoated. Although it's not conclusive, as too

many other factors are involved, it should be noted that the best co-

efficient of correlation for calibration with the gold plated probe was

0.97674 as compared to 0.99846 for the probe which was "soaked".

Both are reasonably good but the latter is obviously better.

Nature of the Problem: There is little doubt that some sort of

thermo-barrier film exists, or even that the present theories of oxide,

oil, or impurity layers go a long way toward describing this phenom-

enon. But at least for low velocities, these theories seem incomplete.

It may be that, at best, they are incomplete in only minor details

and, at worst, incomplete because they completely ignore some other,

unrecognized, phenomenon.

For instance, no satisfactory reason can be given that long soak-

ing times should improve performance as much as a gold film. Or, if
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all the random variation comes from a thermo-barrier film, why did

one probe which failed display such similar characteristics during its

"death throes".

The possibility of base-metal contamination as the root cause of

these problems should be considered. However, tests in the best

triple-distilled mercury that could be obtained resulted in the same

performance. If base-metal contamination were a problem, some

change would be expected. Hoff (45) reported a direct correlation with

impurity levels.

Another possibility is the properties of the quartz insulating film

itself. Three probes failed 15 to 28 hours after insertion. The last

of these didn't fail completely, but gave erratic output, rapidly deteri-

orating to grossly varying and, finally, totally erroneous output. Di-

agnosis, with the cooperation of Thermo-systems, Inc. , indicated that

some sort of electrical shunting between the active electrical path and

the mercury had occurred very near or at the sensor. Unfortunately,

this probe was physically damaged before it could be evaluated further.

Another possibility is that floating oxide particles impact, adhere

and then wash away. However, this view raises more questions than it

answers.

Temperature Effects

If the ambient temperature fluctuates, the anemometer will
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respond, since probe heat transfer is a function of density, velocity,

and temperature difference. This effect is important and was the

source of a number of experimental problems during this investigation.

Analysis by Malcolm: The effect of temperature change on

measurement accuracy was investigated by Malcolm (42 and 43). Util-

izing Sajben's calibration equation--which essentially works with the

heat transfer difference at zero and some given velocity -- he derived

the error equation

(Z 1)(1 -
1

ET-H.
)

where e F
= relative error in anemometer output

E
T

= relative error in temperature

(50)

z = a function depending on velocity, temperature error, and

the thermo-barrier film physical properties.

He assigned to z a typical value of 0. 02 and using this equation con-

cludes that a 2% error in temperature yields a 24% error in output.

This equation implies that the error is as strong a function of z

as it is of ET Since the functional relationship between z and the

thermo-barrier film is not clear, the use of this equation for general

analysis is awkward, if not impossible.

It didn't appear that voltage output responded that strongly to a

temperature change.
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Analysis by Christensen: A factor called the temperature sensi-

tivity, defined as resistance change due to a change of temperature,

was derived by Christensen (54). He went through a circuitous deriva-

tion to arrive at an expression for "relative temperature sensitivity"

of

aR - a
o

(51)R aT a

where R and T are resistance and temperature, a is temperature

coefficient of resistance, and the subscripts a and o both stand for

ambient conditions (the reference condition, a, was assumed equal to

ambient, o, during the derivation). This equation should be

aR
R aT - a

o
(5 2)

0 0

due to a mistake, which is no longer a "relative" sensitivity and can

be obtained in one step from

R = Ro(1 + a (T - To)) (53)

Since a high-gain feedback loop is incorporated in the anemometer

electronics to regulate current, I, as R changes, it's not clear how

power output, q , of the sensor can be found if the change of R only

is known, because

q = RI 2
. (54)
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Log-Derivative Analysis: The generally accepted equation relat-

ing anemometer output to density, velocity, and temperature (49 and 55)

is

E 2 - (A + 13(p V)n)(Ts - Too) (55)

where A, B and n are constants, p is density, V is velocity, T is

temperature, and E is anemometer bridge output voltage. Subscripts

s and oo stand for sensor and environment, respectively. Assuming

density constant and taking the log of Equation 55 gives

21nE in(A + Bp nVn) + in(Ts - Too) (56)

and the derivative becomes

Too)(nBp
n

)(V
n-1

dV ) sdE
2

(A + Bp
n

V
n) (T - T

oo
)

s

(57)

df
Note, has the form of percentage of error. Holding the velocity

constant to evaluate the effects of an unrecognized temperature shift,

it directly follows that the voltage change is of the same order of mag-

nitude as the temperature change.

This result corresponds with experience obtained during this

investigation.
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Averaging Processes

Another potential source of error is the use of averaging proc-

esses in the data analysis.

Visual Averaging of Fluctuations: When the plotter recordings

indicate a smoothly varying output, this particular plot was averaged

by drawing a horizontal line, visually, as the best estimate of the

mean. The corrections varied from + 2 my. to around + 30 my. with

the average about + 8 my.

These readings were estimated to be accurate to within + 2 my.

Overheat Correction: The application of the overheat correction

factor could introduce errors from, a. poor estimate of the original

null resistance value, b. the existence of a significant deviation from

the average correction value (amount of voltage change per OHC) eval-

uated for that test series, or c. the technique itself, which is a linear

approximation to a non-linear response.

The point is, however, that while these potential errors exist in

this correction factor, to not use it would result in much greater error.

In other words, this correction factor makes a fair value, better --

not perfect.

Calibration Noise: The vibrations occurring during the calibra-

tions runs leave a broad band trace on the plotter recordings. The

use of average values (the voltmeter does some integrating, for 20ms,
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to operate) is a source of error.

However, since the resulting calibration curves were so repeat-

able, this effect is probably not as serious as feared.

Data Reduction - Averaging: Averaging methods are used to

determine values at or near boundary points, which then are used

throughout the data reduction process.

The position of the resulting graphs is sensitive to changes in

these values.

To estimate the effect of a bad average is arbitrary and not

enlightening. The influence of this error source was recognized and,

in an effort to minimize personal bias, a set of "averaging rules"

were made and followed (see pg. 62 for these rules).

Mercury Contamination

Initially, the base metal contaminants in the test mercury didn't

exceed 1 ppm. Inadvertently, however, some hardware and other

material used in the test apparatus was zinc and/or cadimum coated.

Thus, a certain, undetermined, amount of base metal contamination

occurred.

From a chemical standpoint such base metal contamination is

the source of surface oxides. See Appendix III for details. Also, if

one contemplates the effects of a lowered thermal conductivity, k, the

profile shift, with respect to analytical solutions, is partially explained.
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However, conductivity changes are generally not detectable until

base metal contamination approaches 1%. Since any contamination

suffered in these experiments is orders of magnitude below this, it

was judged at the time, and reaffirmed now, that such base metal con-

tamination has very little effect on conductivity and other transport

parameters and hence affects the heat transfer results very little!

Pseudo-Constant Temperature Profiles

The failure of the pseudo-constant temperature plate to achieve

a constant temperature is obviously a source of error. Such an error

was compounded with the loss of number 5 heater. Leading edge dis-

tortions are significant.

For these reasons, care is urged in using these results.

Note, the velocity values at a Grashof number (constant tempera-

ture) of 2 x 107 (the highest possible with the heater-controller con-

tamination) compared surprisingly well with velocities at a Modified-

Grashof number (constant heat flux) of 109. Thus, the question -- if

a Grashof number of 109 is achieved will the flow be laminar?

Other Sources of Error

A number of other sources of error can be listed which, either

individually or collectively, are believed to be less significant than the

previously listed error sources.
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Julian (4) showed that the induced magnetic field effects and the

viscous damping effects can be considered negligible.

Other sources of secondary error could be:

1. Operator error in measuring voltage and current for the

constant heat flux plate.

2. Judgement errors in nulling the indicator of the millivolt

potentiometer during thermocouple measurements.

3. Thermal conductivity along the thermocouple sheath.

4. Error in evaluation of the exact position of the thermocouple

bead with respect to the sheath.

5. Deviation of the thermocouple response from the standard.

Closure

The thermo-barrier film, the temperature effects, and the aver-

aging processes are recognized as very significant potential sources of

error. Since repeatability between the two sets of constant heat flux

data was found, it is concluded that if major errors exist in these re-

sults they are systematic and not random.

This repeatability and the profile continuity support the belief

that the results are valid.

The belief was stated that base-metal contamination of the mer-

cury has little influence on the heat transfer results.
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The use of care when using the pseudo-constant temperature

results was urged.

A number of secondary error sources were listed.
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CONCLUSIONS

As a result of these experiments it is concluded that:

1. The velocity and temperature profiles definitely have an x

dependency as well as a Modified-Grashof and Grashof

number dependency. This conclusion was predicted by per-

turbation but not by similarity or integral analysis.

2. Presently available analytical methods do a poor job of pre-

dicting velocity profiles and only a fair job of predicting

temperature profiles.

3. The curve trends reported in the Results chapter are valid.

However, sources of error exist which have a potential to

alter these results significantly.

4. Heat transfer equations and temperature profiles suggest

that the heat transfer may be higher than previously expected.

5. The pseudo-constant temperature plate is, at the very best,

a first approximation and the results obtained must be used

with care (particularly, the heat transfer equation).

6. The presently available thermo-barrier film models are

helpful, but incomplete.

7. Additional experiments are desirable, particularly with other

liquid metals, so that the variation of heat transfer with

Prandtl number can be investigated.
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8. The results raise questions about the adequacy of presently-

used analytical boundary conditions for the liquid metal

range. Similarity solution boundary conditions, in particular,

are questioned.

Note, Julian (4) concluded from his experimental temperature

profiles that the Sparrow and Gregg (25) similarity solution was accept-

able for most liquid metal. work. Many of his temperatures fell below

an analog solution for Pr = 0. 0 2. He attributed this deviation to

"finite vessel" influences.

Taken with the results presented here, his data points might be

indicative of a more fundamental relationship.

In any event, additional experiments would be very desirable.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

A number of areas of potentially fruitful investigation have sug-

gested themselves during these experiments. They include:

1. A series of similar velocity and temperature profiles in

some other liquid metal (perhaps a low melting point eutectic)

to, a. make direct comparisons with this work, b. broaden

the Prandtl number range, and c. hopefully, to change the

physical conditions at the probe-fluid interface.

2. Investigation of the nature of the thermo-barrier film and

exploration of more stable and accurate velocity measure-

ment methods with insulated hot film sensors in mercury.

3. Experimental investigations of the natural convection heat

transfer problem between parallel plates in mercury.

4. Experimental investigations of the transition region in the

natural convection problem. This would require a larger

power supply.

5. Same as item 4, but for the turbulent region.

6. Expansion of the presently sketchy perturbation results for

a wider range of Prandtl numbers.

7. Comparison of numerical solutions (either existing or new

solutions) to this problem.

8. Experimental investigation of the heat transfer (no velocity
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measurements) for a number of low Prandtl number liquid

metals.

9. Additional investigation of analytical models and boundary

conditions more accurate in the liquid metal range.

10. A repetition of these experiments with different geometries

(cylinders, wedges, cones, inclined plates, etc. ) and/or

with different boundary conditions (true constant temperature,

non-uniform heat flux or temperature, vibrating plate, mass

transfer, etc. ).

11. Experiments for the transient natural convection problem.

12. Velocity and temperature measurements for non-newtonian

fluids.
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APPENDIX I

EXPERIMENTAL GRAPHS
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APPENDIX II

ANEMOMETRY

This appendix is a brief discussion of certain aspects of thermal

anemometry as it pertains to hot film probes in mercury. It is simply

a compilation of material available from a number of different sources

and found useful in this work.

A number of companies make hot -wire and hot-film anemom-

eters, but a majority of research labs use equipment by either Ther-

mo-Systems Inc. or DISA 2. Both companies have excellent reputa-

tions, good equipment, and will provide technical assistance on re-

quest. Equipment used in this work was made by Thermo-Systems

Inc. (TSI).

Anemometer Principles

A thermal hot-film or hot-wire anemometer measures point

velocity. Basically, it is a transducer (a small, electrically heated

resistance element called a sensor) coupled to an appropriate electron-

ic circuit.

2 Thermo-Systems Inc. , 2500 N. Cleveland Ave., St. Paul,
Minn. 5511 3, 61 2/633-0550

DISA Electronics, DISA - S & B Inc., 779 Susquehanna Ave.
Franklin Lakes, N. J., 07417, 201/891-9460
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This small sensor works on a heat transfer principle. The elec-

tronic circuitry provides the sensor with electrical power and has pro-

visions for detecting and reading changes in this power. With proper

calibration, this power change can be made proportional to velocity

change.

Electronic Circuit: The electronic circuit is a Wheatstone

bridge, with the sensor forming one leg of the bridge. Two kinds of

anemometers are available (in fact, often in the same case) -- a

constant current anemometer and a constant temperature anemometer.

Because the constant temperature type has numerous operational and

performance advantages, most all research presently being done in

mercury uses this type, and henceforth, when "anemometer" is used

the constant temperature anemometer is implied.

A feedback loop and high gain, differential, DC amplifier be-

tween the bridge legs causes the current to vary such that the sensor

maintains a constant resistance and hence, a constant operating temp-

erature. The resistance labled R1 in Figure 51 is variable and

determines the resistance level which is maintained in the sensor by

the differential amplifier.
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0
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Figure 51, Constant temperature anemometer: Schematic.

Operating Principle: This resistance is chosen at the start of a

measurement such that the operating temperature is maintained at a

certain level above the ambient temperature. The ratio of resistance

at operating temperature (Ro) to the resistance at ambient tempera-

ture (Ra), Ro/Ra is often called the overheat ratio (the name over-

heat ratio is also used for the ratio Ro-Ra/Ra). As the velocity in-

creases more heat energy tends to be dissipated, but the differential
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amplifier senses this and maintains the voltage across the bridge to

keep this energy transfer constant. It is this varying voltage which is

read as being proportional to velocity.

The energy dissipated by the sensor is approximately

q = [a + b(pV)11111(To-Ta) (58)

where a, b, and n are appropriate constants determined by calibra-

tion, To and Ta are operating and ambient temperatures, respec-

tively, p is density, and V is velocity.

The significant point is that energy transfer (and hence voltage

variation) is a function of the three transport parameters, density,

velocity, and temperature difference. Expressed as symbols:

q = f(p V, AT) (59)

If any two of these parameters are constant the anemometer

reads variations of the third. If two parameters vary, such as am-

bient temperature and velocity, calibration techniques or special.

physical arrangements are necessary to make velocity measurements.

Other publications (49 and 55) discuss physical arrangements for

temperature compensation.
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Hot Film Probes

The key to successful velocity measurement is the sensor portion

of the probe since it is the basic transducer between the flow and the

electronics.

Composite Probe: The composite probe assembly used in this

experiment consisted of the basic hot film probe, as received, with

two sheathed thermocouple assemblies attached with epoxy adhesive

on either side of the sensor, in an outrigger-like fashion. Figure 52

shows the general arrangement of this component probe, while detail

A-A of Figure 52 shows the sensor details. Sizes and details are also

noted in this sketch.

Many kinds of active elements are available. Product catalogs

from the previously mentioned companies are recommended for com-

plete descriptions. In this work a Model 1 21 5- 20 -1 2 HG probe made

by TSI was used. This sensor was considered a compromise between

the divergent requirements of a small size to minimize flow disturb-

ance and a large size to have structural strength in mercury.

Operation

The operating steps for a TSI anemometer equiped with a variable

decade control resistance are:

1. Choose an appropriate overheat ratio, OHR.
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Quartz Substrate - 0.002 in, dia.
Platinum Resistance - -1000 A tk.

O

Quartz Insultaion - - 10,000 A tk.

SECT A-A
(not to scale)

b. Sensor details

Body, 1/8 dia. , SST.

Sheathed T/C's (2), Iron-
Constantan, 0.010 in. dia, SS'I

Support needles, 11- Ing, SST,
Gold conductor, Epoxy insul,--')

Sensor,
Total length. - 0, 070 in.
Active length - 0.040 in.

a. Arrangement

Figure 52. Probe assembly.
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2. Turn on and warm up the equipment.

3. Using the null mode of the anemometer, measure the sensor

resistance, Ra, at that particular temperature and position.

(Note: for this work it was necessary to interpolate for

three decimal point accuracy).

4. Multiply OHR by Ra to obtain the sensor operating resistance,

Ro . This establishes the constant sensor temperature level.

maintained above ambient. (Note: the minimum step avail-

able in the decade unit was 0.010 and hence the exact OHR

used often differed from the preselected OHR desired. The

difference between the exact and preselected OHR's was

recorded and later used to correct the raw data).

5. Switch the anemometer to "run" and read the new voltage

level.

All these steps are routine and present no special problem --

with the exception of choosing an appropriate overheat ratio. What is

"appropriate"?

Overheat Ratio: Obviously, the greater the temperature differ-

ence the greater the heat loss and hence the more voltage change for a

given velocity change. Since low velocities are encountered in natural

convection, the high sensitivity achieved by a high temperature differ-

ence would seem desirable. However, if the overheat ratio is too

high thenresulting higher heat transfer rates induce stronger and
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stronger natural convection flows around the probe itself which tend to

produce an erratic voltage output. Clearly, some sort of compromise

is desired.

Although the working temperature for platinum is about 1 400 to

21 00
oF, an operating temperature not exceeding 500°F F s recommended

(49). If the overheat ratio is too high, the sensor will melt.

The overheat ratio can be defined as:

Ro/Ra = 1 + a (To-Ta) (60)

where R is resistance, T is temperature, o and a subscripts indi-

cate operating and ambient conditions, respectively, and a is the

temperature coefficient of resistance for the sensor material. For

platinum hot films, a = 0. 00145 /°F (56, p 37).

In the early experiments an overheat ratio of 1.01 was used be-

cause it resulted in a smooth, nonvarying output at zero velocity.

Later an overheat ratio of 1.10 was chosen to increase sensitivity at

the lower velocities and to minimize irritating temperature transients.

From Equation 60 it is seen that, at an overheat of 1. 01, a temp-

erature difference of only 6. 9oF exists while an overheat of 1. 10 gives

a temperature difference of 68. 6o
F.

An overheat ratio of 1. 20 was used for a short time but because

of erratic output it was lowered to 1.10 again.
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Surface Coatings

Invconducting liquid, and mercury certainly qualifies, the active

portion of a hot film sensor must be insulated from the liquid. Com-

mercial probes are available with a very thino coating of quartz as in-

sulation.

Commercial Insulation: Any insulation over the active element

of the sensor will reduce the sensitivity, so very thin insulating films

are desired to minimize this loss.

Sensors used in this work were purchased with a quartz film
O

about 10, 000 A thick, This insulating layer was formed by vapor

deposition. These probes have been found to exhibit a fairly effective

balance between insulation and sensitivity requirements.

The stainless steel support needles (see Figure B-a) are plated

with gold which provides a conduction path for the current. Naturally,

these require insulation, too. Urethane and epoxy based coatings

were used for support needle insulation on these probes. The epoxy

used on the latter probes is believed by TSI to be somewhat stronger

than the urethane,

Gold Coating: Encountering cold resistance drift and erratic

heat transfer rates from hot film probes in mercury, Hoff (45) deposit-

ed an additional metallic coating on the sensor. Both gold and copper

were used. These metals amalgamated with the mercury resulting in
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a wetted sensor-to-mercury interface.

He reported, a. elimination of the cold resistance drift, b. more

uniform heat transfer rates, c, erosion problems, and d. lowered fre-

quency sensitivity due to thermal lag.

The vapor deposition technique has been reported by Hoff (45,

p 27). No other attempts at similar metallic deposition are known

despite a fairly broad interest in the technique. Prices quoted by

commercial sensor manufacturers are rather high, due mostly to the

low number desired and the "special" nature of the sputtering equip-

ment changes. It is suspected that if demand increases, the price

quote will be lowered significantly.

A number of probes coated with gold by Mr. Marc Hoff, Grum-

man Research, Bethpage, N. Y. was used. Significant improvement

was noted in the random, erratic voltage output. However, they didn't

completely eliminate the problem. When these gold coated probes

were unfortunately destroyed a similar reduction was achieved with a

soaking or holding period between insersion and the experimental runs.

Velocity vs. voltage calibration curves for two different gold

coated probes coincided. However, when one gold probe was removed

and reinserted it established a new calibration curve different from

the first, thus preventing calibration in one facility and experiments

in another, as originally planned.
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Mr. Hoff in personal communication has attributed additional

advantages to the gold film such as longer life and increased resistance

to fouling in marine environments.

Stability and Accuracy

Anemometer instability and drifts occur from 3 sources, a, the

electronics, b, the transducer element (sensor, in this case), and c,

non-uniform environmental conditions.

The electronically-induced instabilities and drifts for the ane-

mometer are very low -- generally the same order of magnitude as

other well-designed, high quality, solid state instruments currently

on the market. It was thus conluded that the electronics are very

good, a conclusion supported by operating experience.

On the other hand, the sensor-related instabilities and drift are

very significant and the source of major problems. Aspects of this

are discussed in the sources of error chapter of the report. Further

investigation is recommended for broader understanding and possible

improved response for low velocity measurements in mercury.

Using an anemometer for velocity measurements implies that all

parameters, except velocity, in the immediate neighborhood are .locally

stable or compensated for. Specifically, if temperature transients

exist, the feedback loop in the anemometer continuously attempts to

adjust the voltage to maintain the constant sensor temperature. Hence
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an erroneous indication of velocity change.

This effect is insensitive to a temperature gradient if a new ref-

erence resistance is measured every time the probe is moved, but it

is not insensitive to temperature transients. This effect is also dis-

cussed in the Sources of Error chapter of the report.

A large number of the experimental difficulties experienced have

been attributed to these temperature transients.
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APPENDIX III

MERCURY

This appendix discusses a few of the aspects of mercury, the

fluid used in this work. The desire is to discuss facts found particu-

larly useful for this research; but not to attempt a complete discussion

of mercury in general, or even an exhaustive discussion of the points

that are covered.

Liquid Metals and Mercury

Liquid Metals and Heat Transfer: The major advantage of using

a liquid metal for a heat transfer fluid is its ability to handle a very

high heat flux in a restricted volume. A particularly important ex-

ample is the use of liquid metals to cool the compact cores of high-

power fast-breeder reactors.

This ability to handle a high heat flux is associated with the high

thermal conductivities of liquid metals (about 10 times greater than

water). Since:

Pr p,Cp
k

(61)

high conductivities, k , mean low Prandti numbers -- roughly, 0. 01

for sodium, 0. 0 2 for sodium-potassium eutectic, and 0. 0 2 for mer-

cury.
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Choice of Experimental Fluid: In the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder

Reactor Program, sodium will be the coolant. However, both sodium

and sodium-potassium eutectic are extremely active, chemically.

Thus, expensive, complex handling systems are necessary with these

fluids.

The salient characteristics of interest for convective heat trans-

fer are related to the Prandtl number, a fluid property. Hence, any

low Prandtl number fluid is acceptable as long as the experiment is

restricted to heat transfer.

For these two reasons, mercury was chosen as the experimental

fluid. The two main disadvantages of mercury are cost (roughly $5. 00

to $7. 00 per pound) and toxicity. Mercury poisoning is discussed later

under Safety.

A great deal of information about the properties, handling tech-

niques, and safety is available. Certain aspects of these topics which

have been especially helpful in this experiment will be briefly men-

tioned next,

Properties

Summary: Since mercury has been used in laboratories for

many years and since much information about physical, chemical, and

transport properties is available in handbooks and other special pub-

lications, it will be mentioned only briefly here. The purity of mercury
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is easily and accurately estimated by simple visual checks. Dissolved

base metals are usually the major contaminants. The oxides of these

metals accumulate at an interface; causing pesky experimental prob-

lems with hot film probes, but permitting an effective and efficient

cleaning treatment based on oxidation and filtering. The following dis-

cussion has been restricted to the fairly unique properties which relate

to laboratory handling and performance of hot film probes in mercury.

References: The Liquid Metals Handbook (39) gives good, con-

cise information about laboratory handling, properties and character-

istics. An article by the Bethlehem Apparatus Co. (40) has an excel-

lent discussion of the nature, properties, and cleaning techniques in

general use. The instruction manual for the Beckman Mercury Vapor

Detector has an extensive reference list. Articles abound concerning

safety aspects of mercury vapor. One good safety review is available

from the Bethlehem Apparatus Company (57). Beaucamp and Tebbens

(58) discuss a specific case of detection and cleanup of mercury in

university laboratories. Discussions of toxicity, handling, and clean-

up of mercury and its compounds on a .laboratory level are available in

a wide variety of laboratory references, such as: "Chemical Catalog",

Handbooks, and general laboratory procedural guides.

Purity, Detection, Oxides, and Cleaning: Mercury is probably

the purest metal sold commercially, available in a range of grades

from "virgin" mercury, crudely roasted straight from the cinnibar
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mines, to a highly pure form with contaminants as low as 0. 0 25 ppm.

The rough "virgin" grade is suprisingly contamination free when com-

pared with other metals. To view a vessel or bottle of mercury with a

dark scum, oil, dirt, and water on it is deceptive, for beneath the sur-

face the metal is clear, clean, and bright. Most of the properties

affecting handling, cleaning, and operation with hot film probes, are

explained by the interaction of these probes and the contaminants.

Very simple methods will accurately analyze the purity of mer-

cury. For example, reasonable certainty exists that base metal con-

tamination does not exceed I ppm if the mercury retains a bright and

clean appearance for a significant time period.

For highly accurate analysis, an evaporation test is common.

A 2000 gm sample is evaporated in a vacuum and the resulting residue

weighed. Using this test, analysis on the order of 0. 025 ppm is not

uncommon. Spectrographic analysis techniques are also used, but are

considered by some not to be as accurate as the evaporation test.

The most common contaminants are base metals: lead, tin, zinc,

cadmium, copper, and aluminum. When these metals are present

they form oxides and, due to the high surface tension of the mercury,

these oxides are forced to a free surface, usually the top of the pool.

If this oxide film is removed by skimming it reforms because the dis-

solved base metal again oxidizes. It is this oxide layer which sticks

to vessel walls, causes a dull and dirty appearance, picks up dirt and
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dust, and lowers the surface tension so that free droplets are flat

rather than spherical.

Mercury is considered a noble metal in that it doesn't oxidize

at room temperatures. This allows removal of base metal contamin-

ants by a three-step, oxidation-filtration technique. First, the base

metals are oxidized; next, a rest period allows the oxides to rise to a

free surface; and finally, a filtering step in which the clean mercury

pool is separated from the surface contamination. In this work an

adaptation of this technique was used to clean the test mercury.

The base metal contaminants were oxidized by bubbling air

through an aquarium aerator stone into a pool of mercury (approximate-

ly, +gal or 56 lb) for about 8 hr. Setting for an additional 15 hr or

more allowed the oxides to surface.

These oxides were separated with a simple, laboratory-assem-

bled, noble-metal filter. If wetting occurs between mercury and the

edges of a small hole, the creeping of surface contaminants along the

side walls is prevented and the pure internal mercury will drop through

the hole. Using this principle, the filter was simply a funnel with a

rubber stopper in the throat. A small piece of silver foil was secured

to the top of the stopper with silicon rubber and a small hole made

with an awl. The mercury wetted the silver and dropped from the

funnel into a plastic bottle. Residual mercury left in the funnel was

sucked into the vacuum retrieval bottle and recycled.
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This simple cleaning apparatus was used to clean about 50 lb of

mercury in 24 hr. The system worked well but did require replace-

ment of the active silver element often -- 2 or 3 changes for each

batch -- depending on the initial hole diameter.

Commercial equipment which is based on this same principle

and which oxidizes faster and operates longer before replacing the

active noble metal is available. It also costs more.

Many other cleaning techniques exist - from simple filtering to

multiple distillation. Filtering through a Chamois skin or filter paper

with a pin hole at the apex will not remove base metal contaminates

but is surprisingly effective in removing dirt, oil, water, and other

floating debris. A number of chemical methods exist which remove

base metals conveniently. In one common type, the nitric acid tower,

mercury is allowed to drop, cascade, or fall in small droplets for a

number of passes through a column of acid. Since mercury is slightly

soluble in acid a number of other chemicals are often recommended.

A combination electrolytic and chemical method has been reported

which claims very high purity coupled with ease and speed of operation

(40). Distillation is an old and proven technique. Multiple distillation

is common, because a certain amount of the base metals end up in the

clean mercury; do to small, but significant, vapor pressures and

carryover of small droplets. A number of other improvements such

as vacuum distillation -- are also used.
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These techniques are all successful in removing the major con-

taminants, dissolved base metals. The choice of cleaning techniques

is generally a matter of personal preference. Likewise, a number of

different methods are available for handling and storage.

Handling: Numerous spillage problems occur while handling and

transferring mercury in the lab. Splashing and spattering of mercury

drops is common during transfer due to its high density and fairly low

viscosity (the same magnitude as water).

The transfer of mercury by pump was attempted and found un-

successful. A pump which utilizes the cam action of a rotating arm

against a plastic tube was chosen to eliminate both seal leakages and

residual entrainment. Because of the high density, high differential

pressures were developed which caused pin-hole leaks at some joints

to spray fine streams of mercury. Also, the pulsulations resulting

from the pumping action caused unacceptable splashing.

The most successful handling technique combined suction, pour-

ing, and syphoning.

A two-holed rubber stopper with one line attached to a sink

aspirator, the other to a suction line, was used as a suction device

to transfer mercury from large or unwieldy containers to smaller

vessels.

When transfer was required from an intermediate sized vessel

(50 - 80 lb) to an open vessel, such as the experimental tank or to a
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funnel, a syphon was most effective. Again, a two-holed rubber

stopper was used, one leg contained the syphon tube, the other leg a

rubber squeeze bulb. Syphoning action was started by pressuring the

vessel with the hand squeeze bulb. An elevated platform held the

intermediate sized vessels.

Otherwise, the mercury was transferred by careful pouring.

Whenever possible, handling was done in a chemical hood.

Storage of mercury was in 76 lb, steel, storage flasks before

cleaning and about 20 lb, polyethylene bottles after cleaning.

Safety

Summary: Mercury, especially in vapor form, is toxic. Symp-

toms of mercury poisoning vary. The tolerance limit of 0.1 mg of

mercury vapor per 1 cu meter of air for an exposure time of 8 hr -

as established by the U. S. Public Health Service -- is widely accepted

and was used during this work. Vapor comes from hard-to-avoid

spills, splashes, and leaks, and is reduced by picking up droplets of

mercury with a vacuum bottle; followed by a chemical wash. Addition-

al protection is afforded by high air flows in the lab, mineral oil

films over all exposed mercury, and monitoring with an ultraviolet

mercury vapor meter.

Mercurialism: Mercury can be absorbed by the body by inhala-

tion, injestion, or skin contact. If the concentration is high enough,
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mercury poisoning - or, mercurialism - results. A broad variety of

symptoms have been reported with wide and diverse conclusions con-

cerning cumulative effects, severity, tolerance limits, and general

seriousness. The exact reasons for mercurialism symptoms are not

completely understood. Probably the quickest and most concise des-

cription of classical mercury poisoning symptoms is to refer to the

behavior of the Mad Hatter in Lewis Carrol's "Alice in Wonderland".

Inhalation of mercury vapor is particularly hazardous, but in most

cases of chronic poisoning, symptoms diappear when the exposure

source is removed.

Mercurialismhas long been known in mercury mines and other

places where mercury is used in large amounts. In the late 1930's

the U. S. Public Health Service extensively investigated mercurialism

within the felt hat industry. From this study a maximum exposure

level of 0.1 mg of mercury vapor per 1. 0 cu. meter of air was estab-

lished for continuous exposure during an 8 hr workday. Due to a

voluntary substitution of a non-mercury carrotting agent, mercurialism

is no longer a problem in the hat industry. Mercury vapor hazards in

laboratories remains as an item of concern, however.

Lab Hazards: Since handling of liquid mercury with bare skin

is easily prevented by using rubber gloves and since internal absorp-

tion is controlled by simple dietary and smoking procedures, the

major threat to health in laboratories is mercury vapor.
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A mercury spill produces both visible drops and small, unseen

droplets. The resulting large surface area in turn produces a vapor

concentration which may or may not reach rather high levels, depend-

ing on circumstances. For example, if the air circulation is suffic-

iently high the vapor may be sweep away and never build up to danger-

ous levels.

The physical properties of high density, coupled with a moder-

ate viscosity, increase the probability of splashing, slopping, and

spilling while the tendency for dirt and dust to adhere to the mercury

surface prevents these droplets from joining together. The result of

both effects is many small individual droplets; thus, a high surface

area; and hence, a high vapor concentration.

Spilled mercury has a tendency to get broken into smaller and

smaller droplets which in turn are more difficult to retrieve. Mer-

cury working its way into the pores in concrete, tile, and wood has

been reported (58), as has the pick up of microscopic droplets on a

cigarette tapped on a seemingly clean steel table top from which mer-

cury had been removed by wiping.

Cleanup: Dirt, dust, and oils tend to coat residual mercury

micropockets and reduce the volatility soon after a spill. This is

widely known. Hence, cleaning techniques which simply remove this

dirt film, leaving the mercury intact, could cause the vapor level to

rise rather than to fall.
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The most effective tool used in cleaning spills and splashes was

a simple, small lab vacuum pick-up bottle of glass. It had a two-holed

rubber stopper; one hole connected to a sink aspirator to produce a

vacuum; the other was connected by a short tube to a small glass noz-

zle. This vacuum bottle would pick up, efficiently, the visible drops --

from very large to very small. The use of this device was generally

effective in reducing the vapor level to between 0. 05 and 0.10 mg Hg/

cu m of air. Further reductions required repeated washings, pre-

ferably with a solution containing a chemical which will react with the

mercury. A number of different washes were tried. A slurry of cal-

cium oxide and sulfur was effective, as was a FeCl3 solution. Deter-

gent, ammonia, Draino, and elbow grease were also used on a number

of occasions with fair success.

Rubber gloves are advisable when working with mercury, par-

ticularly a spill. Frequent washings will clean contaminated hands.

Protection: A mercury vapor meter was used to detect exces-

sive vapor concentrations, a Beckman meter, model 1(23 . A par-

ticularly easy-to-use, portable model is made by Lemaire. Ultra-

violet radiation at the 2537 A resonance line is absorbed by mercury

vapor. Utilizing this fact, this meter has an ultraviolet source, meter

markings directly in mg of mercury/cu m of air, and internal stand-

ardization.
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At all times during work involving potential mercury hazards

this meter was on, When the level exceeded about 0. 04 mg Hg/cu m

air, clean-up procedures were initiated.

A high volume of building air sweeping through the lab during

normal working hours was effective in keeping vapor concentrations

low. At all times the hood fans were kept on to remove room vapors.

A film of mineral oil was poured over all mercury open to the

atmosphere. This was very effective as a vapor barrier and was used

for calibration equipment, heat transfer tank, and miscellaneous

short term storage. An air jet was used to blow this mineral oil

aside to allow insertion and withdrawal of the probe. Water wasn't

used because evaporation causes temperature gradients.

Spill trays beneath equipment and plastic tarps on the floor aided

cleanup and protected the lab from a residual source of vapor,

Recommendations

Despite high cost and problems of handling and probe-fouling,

mercury is recommended as a test fluid for liquid-metal heat-transfer

research. A vacuum pickup bottle, chemical cleaning mixtures, spill

trays and tarps, and positive handling techniques are suggested for

positive and efficient control. A mercury vapor meter of some type

is urged to monitor the work area and to assure safety.
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APPENDIX IV

DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT

This appendix describes, in greater detail, the equipment used

during this research. The equipment falls into 3 major catagories, a.

the apparatus to run the desired heat transfer profiles, b, the instru-

ment system to measure them, and c. the calibration device to cali-

brate these instruments. The instrument system will be discussed

first, the calibration device, next, and finally, the heat transfer

apparatus. The general laboratory layout is shown in Figure 53.

Velocity-Temperature Measurement

The velocity measurements system consisted of a hot-film sen-

sor and a constant temperature anemometer. The temperature system

consisted of thermocouples and a millivolt potentiometer. The ther-

mocouples and hot-film sensor were combined into a single probe

assembly. This assembly is shown in Figure 54 in its position rela-

tive to the pseudo-constant temperature plate.

Velocity Measurement: The theory and principle of the anemom-

eter system, along with a description of the probe assembly, was

given in Appendix II.

The anemometer system used as a TSI Model 1050 anemometer

with a model 1057 signal conditioner and a model 1051-2 power supply.
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Attempts to use a model 1040 switching unit indicated that some re-

liability and sensitivity were sacrificed for the flexibility of using the

same sensor for both temperature and velocity measurements. Re-

liability was paramount, so this approach was abandoned.

Anemometer voltage output was sent to an integrating digital

voltmer (Vidar, model. 500) and to an x-y recorder (Hewlett-Packard,

model 700 AM).

Temperature Measurement: Two iron-constantan thermocouple

assemblies (Omega, model SICSS- 010G -1 2), in stainless steel sheaths,

0. 010 in. in diameter, were used to measure the temperature.

Each was connected to a millivolt potentiometer (Leeds and

Northrup, model 8686) with an ice bath cold junction.

Calibration System

The calibration system was basically a falling weight, to which

the probe assembly was attached. The weight was properly controlled

and restrained and had provisions for measuring velocity at a "point".

The probe was in a vessel of mercury.

The calibration system will be discussed in 3 parts, a. the

velocity generating part, b, the weight, weight-guide frame, and probe

part, and c. the mercury vessel part. The same mercury vessel

system was used for both the calibration and the heat transfer experi-

ments and will be discussed in the next section.



Figure 53. Laboratory layout

Figure 55. Weight guide details

Figure 57. Positioning assembly, bench

Figure 54. Probe assembly and Pseudo-
constant temperature plate

Figure 56. Timing switch details

Figure 58. Positioning assembly, mercury
vessel
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A probe falling in quiescent mercury is equivalent to a station-

ary probe in an upward flow of mercury.

Velocity Generation Part: The function of the velocity generation

part was to maintain the falling weight at a controlled velocity.

It consisted of a counterweight attached to the main falling weight

by a cable. This counterweight OD. was 2. 563 in. and the tube ID.

was 2. 570 in. The tube was filled with a water and soluble oil mix-

ture (oil to prevent rusting). A copper tube and needle valve provided

a fluid bypass from top to bottom of the tube as the counterweight was

moved. This valve provided fine velocity control. Extra weights on

the falling weight provided course velocity control.

A rod connected the counterweight to the cable. This rod ran

through a metal bracket. A notch in this rod and an appropriate slip-

catch provided a means to trigger the drop. The counterweight rest-

ing on the bottom provided positive control to prevent the probe from

inadvertent removal from the mercury. An adjustable stop was

attached to the connecting rod so that impact with the metal bracket

provided a positive stop to prevent the probe from striking the bottom

of the vessel.

Falling Weight Part: a 1 in. square steel rod, 2 ft. long, was

used as the falling weight. The probe was attached to the bottom and

the top connected to the velocity generation part.
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A frame of lin. dia. aluminum rods held rollers (PIC, part no.

El -2 -- precision ball bearings). These rollers were mounted on ad-

justable precision shafts (PIC, part no. A6-30) which were aligned to

prevent rotation and swing of the weight as it fell freely. This frame

and rollers are shown in Figure 55.

Two switches (Cherry, model F-51) were mounted so that the

falling weight actuated one slightly ahead of the other. These switches

and the lower end of the weight are shown in Figure 56. An electronic

timer (Monsanto, Model 100-A) measured time during which an inter-

nal circuit was shorted. By connecting this circuit in series to the

first switch's normally-open contacts and to the second switch's

normally-closed contacts, shortening occurred only when the weight

was between these switches. Hence, a time was measured for a short,

fixed distance and an average velocity easily calculated. The time

was read in milliseconds.

Heat Transfer Equipment

The equipment for the actual heat transfer experiment is, basic-

ally, an appropriate hot, vertical heater in a mercury pool with

arrangements to place and read a velocity-temperature transducer

accurately.

Heaters: The heaters have been described adequately in the

main portion of the report. The commercial heater elements used
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a. for the constant heat flux plate, a Minco, model HK6040-04 which

is 1. 50 in. wide by 4. 00 in. long by 0. 010 in, thick over the element,

and b. for the pseudo-constant temperature plate, 1 2 Minco heaters,

model H1423 which are 0. 024 in. wide by 5. 00 in. long by 0. 010 in.

thick over the element and 6 Minco resistance temperature detectors,

model 51063B. Both were insulated with Kapton.

A Hewlett-Packard, regulated, D. C. power supply, model

M520 A, was used to power the constant heat flux plate. A Greinback

D. C. Voltmeter, model 500 (0-100 my scale) was used, in conjunction

with a shunt to measure the current and a Triplet D. C. voltmeter

(0-75 volt range) was used to measure the voltage.

For the pseudo-constant temperature plate control, 6 Pac-

Tronic, model 121,1 solid state proportional controllers were incor-

porated into a control panel.

Positioning Assembly: The positioning device to place accurately

the probe was an x-z positioning and measuring mechanism adapted

from a commercial optical measuring instrument (Titan Tool, 1 2 in.

measurement machine). This is shown in Figure 57 with the pseudo-

constant temperate plate attached. This mechanism was graduated in

0. 001 in. units and was modified by removing the optics and providing

a mount for the bracket which held the probe. It was mounted on a

rigid frame which also had provisions for mounting the vertical plate

assembly and a dial indicator (Starrett, model 656-617) with
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graduations of 0. 0001 in. Thus, the entire 4. assembly (positioning

mechanism, vertical heater plate, and dial indicator) could be moved into

and out of the mercury without disturbing the relative alignment be-

tween the probe and plate. The assembly is shown in Figure 58. Note

it has been moved from the bench and is mounted on the mercury

vessel. The constant heat flux plate is installed and portions of the

positioner can be seen reflected from the mercury pool.

Mercury Vessel: A steel box was constructed from 1- in. plate

to hold the mercury. It was 1 ft. by 1 ft. by 1 ft. and had machined

flats to receive the positioner assembly.

This box was centered inside a sheet metal box 2 ft. x 2 ft. x

1 ft high which, in turn, was centered inside a wooden box 33 in. by

33 in. by 16 in. high.

The sheetmetal box held the constant temperature water bath

and the wooden box held the insulation. A sheet of polyurethane foam

(with appropriate cutouts) insulated the top.

The water bath was controlled by a commercial heater-stirrer-

controller (Haake, model E 51). In addition, 2 additional laboratory,

propeller type stirrers were mounted to aid in keeping the bath well

mixed.

A schematic of this vessel is given on page 49 as Figure 9.
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APPENDIX V

REDUCED DATA

In the following tabulation an asterisk denotes that the value ex-

ceeded the graph limit and was not plotted. The double asterisk denotes

a step-change adjustment.
Velocity Temperature

Gr x/L il F' n 0

4. 05x10
7

. 2
(Const. Ht. Fl,)

.4

66. 53*
17. 81*
28.88*
15. 59*
1 3. 38
11.16

8.95
6. 74
7. 84
6. 29
5. 85
5.41
4. 97
4. 52
4. 09
3. 66
3. 21
2.75
2. 32
1. 89
1.44

. 99

.76
57

. 32
. 22

57.57*
1 5. 1 5*
11. 30
7.44
5. 51

. 383
023
161

. 269

.348
070*

.321
338

. 241
399

. 329

.329

. 285

. 303
-. 461*
-. 232*

. 0 29

.176

. 539

. 434

. 563

. 563**

. 484**
. 286**
. 340**
. 011**

-.345
. 298

-. 318
.066
. 301

66. 48*
17.76*
28.83*
1 5. 54*
1 3. 33*
11.11
8.90
6. 68
7. 79
6. 24
5. 80
5.36
4. 9 2
4. 47
4. 04
3. 61
3. 16
2.70
2. 27
1.84
1. 39

, 94
. 71
. 51

. 27

. 17
57.52
1 5. 11*
11. 25
7.40
5. 47

0
0
.021
. 021
.021
. 021
.064
. 064
. 085
. 085
. 085
.085
. 149
.128
. 170
. 234
. 234
. 340
. 383
. 511
. 532
. 681
. 681
.702
. 766
. 851
.119
. 119
. 143
.143
. 143



Gr

174

x/L

Velocity

F'

Temperature

11 0
3.59
3. 20
2. 81

.403

. 436

. 381

3. 54
3. 16
2.76

. 333
381

. 452
2.45 . 408 2. 40 . 476
2.05 .622 2.01 . 524
1.67 . 679 1. 62 . 667
1. 28 . 688 1. 24 810
1.08 . 767 1.04 . 714
.90 .622 . 85 . 738
.69 .713 . 65 738
. 49 . 738 . 44 . 857
. 29 . 195 . 25 857
. 10 . 282 . 05

909085.6 53.02* .144 52.98*
49.46* .190 49.42* .098
53. 02* . 212 52. 98* .073
1 3. 91* -. 023 13. 87* 0

1 2. 1 3 .140 1 2. 09 .122
10. 35 . 131 10. 31 1 22
8.57 .152 8. 53 .122
6. 80 . 1 38 6. 75 . 146
5.02 . 230** 4.98 . 244
3. 24 . 311 ** 3. 20 . 463
1.98 . 398** 1.94 585
1.63 . 358** 1. 59 512
1. 23 . 521** 1. 24 . 634
1.12 .550 ** 1.08 .634
.95 .479 ** .91 659
. 77 . 468** . 7 3 .6833
.58 . 3 26** .54 .732
.41 . 300** .37 756
. 23 . 235 ** . 1 9 . 878
. 04 . 246** . 00 1. 000

. 8 50. 09* . 047 50. 06* . 000
46.74* . 06 5 46. 7 0* .077
29. 9 5* .027 29. 9 2* . 077
1 3. 17 .034 1 3. 1 3 .051
9.81 -.003 9.78 .103
8. 14 . 073 8.10 . 103
6.46 -. 002 6. 4 2 . 1 28

4.78 .098 4.74 . 205
3.10 . 247 3. 06 . 359
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Gr icLL

Velocity

F'

Temperature

D____
0

2. 26 . 41 3 2. 22 . 487
1.93 .454 1.89 . 61 5

1. 60 . 579 1. 56 . 590
1. 4 2 . 581 1. 38 . 641

1.08 . 68 2 1.04 . 69 2

. 92 . 688 . 88 . 769

.7 5 . 659 . 71 . 821

. 57 . 677 . 53 . 846

. 41 . 550 . 37 . 87 2

. 24 . 555 . 20 . 846

. 04 . 543 . 00 1. 000
8. 69x108 . 2 1 22. 48* . 1 31 1 22. 38* . 006

(Const. Ht. Fl. ) 114. 30* . 091 114. 21 * . 013
1 22. 38* . 071 1 22. 39* . 006
93.85* . 061 93.76* . 000
7 3. 41* .042 73. 31* . 00 2

52. 96* . 028 52. 87* . 006
32. 51* . 033 32. 42* . 002
24. 33* .047 24. 24* .008
1 6. 1 5* . 010 16. 06* . 019
1 3. 30 . 042 11.97 . 034
11. 26 . 071 9. 93 . 045
9. 22 . 081 7. 89 . 083
7. 95 . 197 6. 61 . 1 29

6.78 . 260 5.44 . 180
5. 96 . 307 4. 63 . 231

5. 9 2 . 447 4. 58 . 318
4. 30 . 54 2 2. 97 . 419
3. 87 . 537 2. 53 . 47 2

3.45 .627 2. 1 2 .525
3. 01 . 71 3 1.68 . 600
2. 67 . 824 1. 33 . 657
2.22 .661 .88 .754
1.84 .622 .51 .88
1.45 . 39 2 . 1 2 . 97

. 1 8 .127 . 00 1.00
. 4 133. 49* . 1 53 1 33. 41* . 014

1 1 3. 56* . 1 3 2 113. 48* . 011

99. 3 2* .120 99. 23* . 011

85.08* .116 84.99* .011
70.84* .047 70. 7 5* .005
56. 56* . 071 56. 51 * . 004
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2E1.1

.6

Velocity

i F'

Temperature

rL 0

4 2. 36*
28. 1 2*
20. 99*
1 3. 87*
10. 24

6. 68
4. 91
4. 59
3. 81
3.11
2. 39
1. 67
1. 32

. 98

.98

. 6 2

. 29
.01

1.70
3.10
4.53
6.69

10. 24
4. 90
3. 86
2.42
1. 30

1 3. 87*
28.11
20. 99*
3 2. 59*
26. 0 2*
19. 45*
1 2. 8 2

6. 25
3.62
2. 31
1.68
1.02
.67
. 34
. 01

.066

. 077
. 077
. 097
. 106
. 223
. 325
. 348
. 431
. 488
. 609
.748
.811
. 885
. 9 27**

1.032 **
1. 0 23**

. 985**

. 811**

. 533**

.374*

. 198**

. 098**
. 337**
.460**
. 647**
. 8 29**
. 139
.100
. 000

-. 00 2
. 0 27
. 000
.036
. 148
. 37 3
. 544
. 683
.801
.850
. 7 57
. 7 54

42. 27*
28. 03*
20. 91*
13.79*
10. 23

6. 67
4. 91
4. 58
3. 80
3.10
2. 38
1.66
1. 31

. 97

.97
.61
. 28
. 00

1.69
3.09
4. 52
6.68

10. 23
4. 89
3.85
2.41
1. 29

13.79*
28. 03*
20. 91*
32. 51
25. 94*
19. 38*
1 2. 81
6. 24
3.61
2. 30
1.67
1.01
.66
. 33
. 00

005
. 000
. 000
. 014
. 040
.123

222
. 254
. 330
. 417

504
. 628
. 682
. 745
.756
.856
.922

1. 000
. 6 26
.417
. 278
. 146
. 049
. 243
. 329
, 509
. 699
. 0 23
.020
. 011
. 000
. 009
. 000
. 01 5
. 146
. 355
. 517
. 599
.727
.816
. 893

1. 000
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Velocity Temperature

Gr x/L F' T1 0
. 8 30. 89* -. 0 24 30. 8 2* . 000

24. 69* . 001 24. 6 2* . 008
18. 49* . 00 2 18. 42* . 010
1 2. 23 . 008 1 2. 22 . 004
6.03 . 179 6.02 . 179
4.16 .323 4.15 .320
3. 56 . 389 3. 55 . 399
2.56 . 50 2 2.55 . 520
1.97 .628 1. 96 . 61 5
1. 37 . 806 1. 37 . 715
1.09 . 932 1.09 . 771

. 74 . 944 . 74 . 857

. 45 .912 . 45 .919

. 01 . 708 0 1. 00C
1. 98x107 . 2
(Const. Temp. ) 161. 557* . 043 1 61. 448* . 0 23

109. 824* . 110 109. 716* . 023
86. 309* . 11 2 86. 201 . 046
48. 685* . 114 48. 577* 0

29. 873 . 210 29. 7 65* 0

20. 467* . 214 20. 359* . 046
1 5. 764* . 324 15. 656* . 081
11. 061 . 370 10. 953 . 181
6. 316 . 47 2 6. 208 . 290
4.496 . 490 4. 388 . 351
2. 6 20 .496 2.511 .583
1.632 .405 1. 524 .730

. 738 . 219 . 630 . 892

. 221 . 0 25 . 11 3 . 977

. 108 -.136 0 1.000

. 7 29 . 232 . 6 21 . 846
1. 1 85 . 319 1.077 .799
1. 651 . 380 1. 543 . 7 22
2. 1 59 . 39 5 2.050 .622
2. 601 . 307 2. 49 3 . 560
3.090 . 39 2 2. 98 2 .483
3. 523 . 326 3.414 .490
4. 477 . 361 4. 369 . 390
5.441 . 31 3 5. 333 . 259
6.401 . 337 6. 293 . 228
7. 346 . 234 7. 238 . 220
9. 227 . 215 9. 119 . 151



Gr

178

x/L

Velocity

ri F'

Temperature

r1 0

11. 061 . 180 10. 953 . 093
15.764* . 177 15. 656* -. 01 2
33. 11 3* .064 33. 0 22* . 01 2

25. 203* .018 25. 11 2* -. 035
17. 294* . 096 17. 203* -. 01 2
1 3. 339 . 1 27 1 3. 248 . 048
9.385 .160 9. 294 . 189
7. 799 . 21 2 7. 708 . 274
6. 217 . 185 6. 1 26 . 390
5. 426 . 1 57 5.335 . 37 5

5. 030 . 034 4. 939 . 444
4.643 . 295 4. 552 .444
3.844 . 293 3. 7 53 .459
3.057 .313 2.966 .622
2. 254 . 397 2. 163 . 691
1. 867 . 448 1. 776 . 691

1. 467 . 469 1. 376 . 768
1. 076 .474 . 985 . 815
.684 .422 .593 .876
.289 .143 .198 . 91 5

.091 -. 01 2 0 .969
. 645 . 326 . 554 . 838

1. 463 . 426 1. 37 2 . 730
2. 258 . 390 2. 1 67 . 614
3. 057 . 31 2 2. 966 . 537
4. 639 . 221 4. 548 . 375
6. 213 . 141 6. 1 22 . 236
9. 385 . 030 9. 294 . 081

17. 294* . 042 17. 203* -. 11 2
.6 30. 374* -0.33 30. 290* -.011

23. 145* -. 004 23. 06 2* . 100
1 5. 917* . 0 22 1 5. 834* . 144
1 2. 303 . 076 1 2. 220 . 196

8. 688 .126 8. 605 . 321
7. 239 .126 7. 1 56 . 358
5.797 . 223 5.714 .439
4. 351 . 323 4. 268 . 550
3. 6 29 . 347 3. 546 . 616
2.906 .421 2.823 .675
2. 179 . 461 2. 096 . 771

1. 818 . 501 1. 735 . 808
1.457 .529 1. 37 3 .852
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Velocity Temperature

Gr x/L T1
F' T1

0

1. 095 . 509 1.01 2 . 875
. 734 .465 .651 . 926
. 376 . 380 . 293 . 985
. 083 .048 0 1.000
. 734 . 438 . 651 926

1.460 . 527 1. 377 . 852
2.190 .498 2.107 . 808
2. 906 . 406 2. 823 . 7 20

4. 351 306 4. 268 . 565
7. 239 . 19 2 7. 1 56 . 351

1 2. 303 . 084 1 2. 220 . 17 3

23. 145* . 042 23, 062* . 077
7. 60x107 . 2 197. 229* -. 004 197. 078* . 007
(Const. Temp. ) 157. 932* -. 024 157. 782* . 003

131. 735* . 005 131. 584* 0

105. 537* . 010 105. 386* 007
79.339* . 01 5 79.189* -.002
53.142* .016 52.991 -.003
40. 043* . 031 39. 89 2 0

26. 994* . 026 26. 794 . 003
20. 395* . 053 20. 224* 017
1 3. 85 2 . 1 22 1 3. 701 068
11. 232 . 134 11. 082 117

9. 9 22 .189 9. 77 2 1 53
8. 61 2 . 181 8, 46 2 . 1 9 2

7. 316 . 27 0 7, 165 247
6.006 .352 5. 88 5 . 322
4. 663 . 436 4. 51 3 431
4.034 . 49 3 3.884 .498
3. 379 . 539 3. 229 . 559
2. 7 25 . 61 6 2. 574 632
2. 057 .629 1. 906 . 720
1. 408 . 6 23 1. 257 . 808
1.087 . 59 2 .937 869

. 747 . 521 . 596 , 908

. 419 . 324 . 269 981

. 1 51 . 060 0 1. 000
.760 . 530 . 609 908
2. 063 . 653 1.91 2 70 2
3. 386 . 537 3. 235 . 564
4. 683 . 487 4. 53 2 449
5.999 . 359 5.849 .332



Gr

180

x/L

Velocity

F'

Temperature

n___
0

____1._
8.619 . 263 8.468 . 200

1 3. 839 . 139 13. 688 . 085
40. 043* . 082 39. 89 2* . 01 0

. 4 7 2. 944* -. 01 5 7 2. 817* . 00 2

45. 234* -. 005 45. 107* -. 003
34. 150 . 00 2 34. 0 23* . 005

23. 066* . 001 22. 939* . 008

17. 524* . 038 17. 396* . 036
11. 971 . 07 3 11. 843 . 094

9. 7 53 .190 9. 6 27 .160
8.651 .153 8. 524 . 177

7. 532 .192 7. 404 . 240

6. 407 . 239 6. 279 . 309

5. 320 . 304 5. 193 . 393

4. 206 . 404 4. 079 . 498
3. 658 . 440 3. 530 . 531

3.104 . 51 3 2.976 . 608

2. 511 . 581 2. 383 . 678
1. 995 . 648 1. 868 . 726
1. 430 . 664 1. 30 2 . 798
1. 1 58 .645 1.031 .841

. 887 . 6 28 . 7 59 . 891

. 604 . 491 . 477 . 945

. 333 . 352 . 205 .988

.127 . 1 28 0 1.000

. 881 . 663 . 754 . 888

1. 979 . 617 1. 851 . 734
3.652 .423 3. 525 . 552
6. 440 , 24 2 5. 31 2 . 31 2

11. 993 . 106 11. 866 . 007
34. 1 50* .030 34. 0 23* .003

. 6 65. 911* . 014 65.796* . 002
50. 906 . 01 3 50. 791* . 005
30. 900* . 009 30. 785* . 002
20. 897* . 010 20. 78 2* . 015

1 5. 895* . 029 1 5. 780* . 038

10. 893 . 061 10. 778 . 101

8.893 . 087 8.778 . 183

7.877 .116 7.762 . 221

6, 882 . 166 6. 767 . 276

5.887 . 216 5. 77 2 . 332
4. 887 . 279 4.77 2 . 321



Gr x/L

4. 37x107
. 2

(Const. Ht. Fl. )

181

Velocity Temperature

______n___ F1 1 8

3.886 . 354 3.771 . 523
3. 391 .406 3. 276 . 576
2.891 .452 2.776 .620
2. 386 523 2. 271 . 676
1. 886 . 660 1. 771 . 734
1. 385 .702 1. 270 . 802
1. 135 . 692 1. 020 . 834

. 875 . 687 . 760 . 877

. 645 571 . 530 . 9 24

. 385 . 356 . 270 . 955

. 145 . 133 . 030 . 99 2

. 115 . 132 0 1.000

. 895 .706 .780 . 875
1.896 614 1.781 .743
2.896 468 2.781 .626
4.902 . 30 2 4.787 .434
7. 918 . 103 7. 80 2 . 208

10. 918 043 10. 803 . 111
30.900* -.030 30.785* -. 00 2
60.767* 339 60. 715* . 136
60.767* -.323 60. 71 5* .023
60.767* 106 60. 71 5* . 023
60. 767* 068 60. 71 5* 0

60.767* 068 60. 71 5* 0

38. 264 -. 01 5 38. 21 2* 0
27. 01 2* 099 26. 961* -. 068
1 5. 761* 115 15. 709* -. 068
11. 260 -1.168* 11. 209 -. 045
9.010 .045 8.958 0

6. 760 183* 6. 708 . 045
4. 510 .065 4.458 .159
3.609 .103 3. 558 . 273
2.707 . 289 2. 655 .432
2. 259 371 2. 208 . 477
1. 811 . 521 1. 760 . 705
1. 355 . 51 2 1. 303 . 773
1. 1 32 .526 1.080 .841

. 905 . 471 . 853 . 864
. 684 . 464 . 632 . 886
. 459 . 258 . 407 . 864
. 236 . 040 . 185 . 955
108 - 64 2* .056 .955



Gr

182

x/L

Velocity

1 F'

Temperature

11

.052 1.417* 0 1.000
. 459 . 19 2 . 407 . 864
. 911 . 414 . 860 . 727

1. 364 . 533 1. 31 2 . 591
1. 809 . 644 1. 7 57 . 500
2. 259 . 396 2. 208 . 386
3. 61 2 .199 3. 560 .182
9. 010 . 309 8. 958 -. 068*

1 5. 761* . 27 2 15.709* -.182
.4 60. 767* . 365 60. 71 5* -. 1 59

23. 558* . 068 23. 51 2* -. 043
17.636* -.002 17. 591* 0

13. 688* . 099 13.643* . 043
23. 558* .158 23. 51 2* 0

9. 741 . 181 9. 69 5 . 064
5.793 . 240 5.748 . 170
3. 819 . 431 3. 774 . 234
3.030 . 57 3 2.984 . 383
2. 234 . 57 2 2. 189 . 553
1. 847 . 7 03 1. 80 2 . 596
1. 447 . 711 1. 401 . 617
1. 050 . 742 1. 005 . 7 23

. 857 . 814 . 811 . 787
.657 .831 .612 . 787
. 452 . 910 . 407 . 894
. 264 . 881 . 219 . 936
. 065 . 810 . 0 20 1. 000
.164 . 90 2 .118 . 979
. 257 . 877 . 211 . 936
. 470 . 848 . 424 . 91 5

1. 056 . 829 1. 011 . 766
1. 844 . 833 1.798 . 681
5.793 .432 5.748 .170
9. 741 . 415 9. 695 . 021

.6 21.757* .103 21. 71 5* 0

16. 283* .071 16. 241* 0

1 2. 633* . 161 1 2. 591* . 022
21. 7 57* 1.42 21. 71 5* 0

8.983 .119 8.941 .065
5. 334 . 247 5. 29 2 . 196
3. 509 . 337 3. 467 . 435
2.779 .424 2. 737 .500
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Velocity Temperature

Gr x/L __D_____ F' _D.__ 0
2. 046 . 523 2. 004 . 565
1. 684 . 595 1, 642 . 652
1. 319 . 679 1. 277 . 739

. 954 .676 . 91 2 .739
. 586 . 631 . 544 . 804
. 407 . 647 365 . 891
. 223 . 600 181 . 950
. 1 33 . 639 . 091 . 978
. 042 . 61 5 0 1. 000
. 224 . 607 1 8 2 . 957
. 409 . 7 25 . 367 . 935
. 956 .712 . 914 .826

1. 681 . 618 1. 639 . 652
2. 779 . 341 2. 7 37 . 478
5. 334 1 52 5. 29 2 . 261
8. 983 -. 253* 8. 941 . 239

.8 1 5. 51 3* . 01 3 15. 47 3* .041
1 2. 063* . 035 1 2. 023* -. 020
1 5. 513* . 038 1 5. 473* -. 020

8. 61 3 .061 8. 57 3 . 08 2
5.163 .123 5. 1 23 . 245
3. 438 . 254 3. 398 . 408
2. 403 . 465 2. 363 . 469
1.71 3 640 1.67 3 . 61 2
1. 370 953 1. 330 . 653
1. 0 23 .974 .983 .755

. 680 . 742 . 640 . 776
. 504 708 . 464 .796
. 333 . 71 2 . 293 . 857
. 247 670 207 . 878
. 160 . 636 .121 . 918
. 040 .564 0 1.000
. 157 633 .117 .918
. 333 635 . 293 . 898
. 681 .755 . 642 . 857

1. 371 .744 1. 332 .735
2. 060 . 637 2. 020 . 694
3.438 . 266 3. 398 .429
8. 61 3 .121 8. 573 .163

9. 23x108 . 2 89. 786* - 00833 89. 69 2* -. 003
(Const. Ht. FL ) 110. 165* 110. 07 2* -. 003

89.786* . 017 89. 69 2* -. 003



Gr

184

x/L

Velocity

ri F'

Temperature

11 0

69. 407* 005 69. 313* . 003
49.0 28* 049 48. 934 007
36. 801* 07 2 36. 707* , 001

28. 649* 056 28. 555* -. 001
20. 497* 065 20. 404* . 005
1 2. 346 035 1 2. 252 . 020
6. 640 . 223 6. 546 . 135
5. 005 . 291 4. 911 . 221

4.190 . 394 4. 096 . 290
3. 37 5 . 519 3. 281 . 36 2

2. 556 . 671 2. 46 2 . 488
2. 148 689 2. 054 . 57 3

1.749 .839 1. 655 . 624
1. 337 . 894 1. 243 . 701
.929 . 883 .836 .785
. 717 . 837 .624 . 854
. 526 . 765 . 432 . 884
. 314 . 653 . 220 . 949
. 094 231 0 1. 000
. 318 . 64 2 . 224 . 944

730 . 819 . 636 . 835
1. 337 . 775 1. 243 .720
2. 560 . 614 2.466 . 49 2
4.194 . 236 4. 100 . 299

1 2. 346 -.004 1 2. 252 . 041

20. 497* -.107 20. 404 . 029
32. 308* -.064 32. 226 007

.4 25. 1 58* .015 25. 076* . 006
1 8. 008* .039 17. 9 25* .003
3 2. 308* . 01 2 32. 226* . 001

10.858 .109 10. 77 5 -. 061
7. 282 . 195 7. 200 . 096
5. 852 . 245 5. 770 . 17 2
4. 422 . 433 4. 340 . 27 5

3. 707 . 516 3. 625 . 363
2. 985 . 630 2. 903 . 469
2. 277 . 705 2. 195 . 584
1. 916 . 801 1. 834 . 629
1. 562 . 890 1. 480 . 700
1. 205 . 948 1. 1 23 .758
.844 .974 . 761 . 830
. 665 . 959 . 583 . 875



Gr

185

x/L

Velocity

F'

Temperature

0
. 483
. 261
. 154
. 082

1. 062
. 874
. 8 29
. 838

. 400

. 179

. 07 2
-0. 000

. 917

. 963

. 981

. 998
18. 008* . 049 17.9 25* -. 001

. 487 . 910 . 404 . 894
1. 208 . 956 1. 1 26 . 748
2. 281 . 746 2. 199 . 573
3. 711 . 51 8 3. 629 . 358

10. 858 . 314 10.775 . 032
18. 008* . 046 17. 9 25* . 01 2

.6 29.789* -.045 29. 71 3* -. 023
23. 179* . 009 23.103* .004
16. 569* . 0 20 16. 493* 0

29.789* .055 29. 71 3* -.008
9. 9 58 . 1 29 9. 882 . 023
6.653 .129 6. 577 . 119
5. 331 . 207 5. 255 . 208
4. 009 . 361 3. 933 . 311
3. 348 . 440 3. 27 2 . 393
2. 687 . 539 2.611 .471
2. 0 26 . 64 2 1. 950 . 562
1. 696 . 707 1. 620 . 638
1. 368 . 783 1. 29 2 . 691
1. 200 . 867 1. 1 24 .726
1. 035 . 897 . 958 . 747

. 704 . 936 . 628 . 829
. 539 . 865 . 463 848
.373 . 81 3 . 297 . 889
. 208 . 8 28 . 1 3 2 . 957
. 142 . 767 . 066 . 971
. 704 . 850 . 628 . 829

373 . 817 . 297 . 911
1. 365 . 762 1. 289 . 708
2. 684 . 536 2. 608 . 488
5.331 .199 5. 255 . 206
9. 958 . 079 9. 882 . 053

16. 569* . 08 2 16. 49 3* .004
28. 451* . 006 28. 379* -. 004

.8 22. 202* -.008 22. 1 30* -.002
1 5. 9 53* -. 006 15. 881* . 006
28. 451* -. 006 28. 379* . On2
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Velocity

x/L F'

Temperature

n 0_n___
9.704 . 069 9. 633 . 036
6. 580 . 1 32 6. 508 . 1 29
4.705 . 244 4.633 . 278
3. 456 . 391 3. 384 . 432
2. 831 .458 2.759 . 527
2. 206 . 566 2. 134 . 6 20
1. 581 . 719 1. 509 . 693
1. 269 . 746 1. 197 . 768

. 956 . 819 . 884 . 830

. 797 . 817 . 725 . 850

. 641 . 78 2 . 569 . 881

. 481 . 746 . 409 . 9 21

. 331 . 680 . 259 . 970

. 07 2 . 590 0 . 998

.481 .701 .409 .921
1. 11 2 . 765 1. 040 . 794
1. 269 . 773 1. 197 . 778
2. 831 .457 2.759 . 519
1. 615 . 654 1. 543 . 715
4.705 . 235 4. 633 . 301
9.704 .019 9.633 .040

15. 953* -. 005 15. 881* -. 000
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APPENDIX VI

UNSUCCESSFUL EFFORTS

In this appendix, 4 pieces of equipment associated with unsuc-

cessful efforts are described briefly. All involved considerable time

and fabrication effort.

MHD Probe

A probe based on a magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) principle was

initially fabricated to measure point velocities in moving mercury.

It was unsuccessful.

A glass rod was bent in a right angle and necked down to 0. 010

in. dia. and a small, 0. 010 in. dia. by 0. 01 8 in. long, permanent,

cylindrical, high-specific-power magnet was attached at the end. Two

insulated wires, about 0. 001 in. dia. and with bare ends, were mount-

ed on either side of the magnet and protruded beyond it about 0. 010

in. into the fluid stream.

The idea was that the magnetic vector along the magnet axis,

crossed with the vertical velocity vector of the flowing mercury would

produce a mutually perpendicular electrical vector. This electrical

signal would then be detected by the wires, amplified, and calibrated

to read velocity.
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When built and tested, no voltage was detected. An order of

magnitude error in a conversion factor and the oversight that any

electric field generated would be "self-shorted" through the remain-

ing mercury pool, unless dielectric shields were incorporated, doom-

ed this concept to failure and it was discarded.

Vertical Calibration - Slug Flow

A calibration facility designed and built specifically for sodium

was modified for use with mercury. It was not satisfactory.

A rectangular tube, with a return bypass line, was fitted with 2

square pistons. These pistons were held at a fixed distance from

each other. When they were moved at a fixed and uniform speed the

"slug" of liquid between them would move at the same speed.

Poor quality control was maintained during fabrication of the

square tube and pistons, resulting in excessive piston leakage. Rather

than patch this, it was scrapped and a facility specifically designed

for mercury calibration was built.

Horizonal Tow Tank - Calibration

A horizontal tow tank 71 ft. long with a working length of 5 ft.

was built for calibration of probes in mercury.

A small trough holding mercury was surrounded by a larger

one holding a constant temperature water bath. A small groove
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provided for insertion and travel of the probe. The probe was attached

to a horizontal carriage riding on teflon guides above the mercury°

Cables connected this horizontal carriage to the same weight-in-tube

velocity generation system described in the report proper, page 43

and Appendix IV, page 169. The entire assembly was well insulated.

Heaters and an external pump were used to heat and mix the outer

water trough.

This equipment would successfully calibrate probes--over a

wide range of temperatures. A large number of successful calibra-

tion runs were made with it.

However, the inability to repeatably calibrate to the same curve

lead to the decision to calibrate and run in the same mercury pool.

Curves were similar in shape but displaced at the high velocity end.

Attempts were made to "carry along" a certain amount of mercury

with the probe as it was transferred from the calibration tank to the

heat transfer vessel -- but all that was accomplished was to break

sensors.

From a pure calibration standpoint, this facility had a number of

advantages. From an overall experimental standpoint, it was unac-

ceptable.

Constant Heat Flux Plate

A constant heat flux plate, similar to that used by Julian (4),
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consisting of a stainless steel foil 4 in. long by 1. 330 in. high by

0. 004 in. thick, was fabricated. Numerous attempts were made to

use this Julian type heater but adequate insulation from the mercury

could not be achieved.

Acrylic spray was used for insulation (3 different brands--but

couldn't find the brand used by Julian), high-temperature insulating

varnishes, plastic films, and glyptal. The glyptal was partially

successful but would fail (the plate would short to the mercury) before

both of the high and low Grashof number runs could be completed.

This insulation problem was very frustrating and after numer-

ous failures the alternate plate assembly was chosen.
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APPENDIX VII

OUTLINE OF ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS

This appendix gives an outline of the analytical solutions used

for comparing the experimental data.

Cygan and Richardson

The integral solution was used by Cygan and Richardson (22),

in 1968, to solve the constant temperature problem.

The integral solution generally starts with Equations 9, page 14

which are integrated from y = 0 to y = 6 , a boundary thickness.

Utilizing the continuity equation of Equations 9 to simplify the expres-

sions, the momentum and energy equations become

6 8

d
dx ay

u2dy v_au)
0

+ gp,1 Ody

0 0

(62)
6

dx
(u0)dy

ae
)0Y

0

where u is velocity and 0 is dimensionless temperature.

Cygan and Richardson then assume profile approximations of

the form
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n
U = 4A aS-2

2 xa(e -E ' - e - 11)

(0)
T - Tom= (T

w
- T

00
)erfc(1)

where A, E , G , and are 4 independent parameters

I
= (GrPr 2

)4 =

x4
(64)

g 13(Tw-GrPr 2

x2 4 a
2

These 4 parameters require 4 equations for evaluation. The

equations give two. A third was obtained by applying the momentum

equation to obtain the compatability condition at the wall

02 - e
2 1/APr (65)

and the fourth equation was obtained by multiplying the momentum

eauation by u before the integration.

Appropriate rearrangement allowed an iteration scheme to

evaluate these 4 parameters which are then tabulated.

Sparrow and Gregg

The similarity solution was used by Sparrow and Gregg, in

1956, (25) to solve the constnat heat flux problem and again, in 1959,



(27) to extend the constant temperature problem solution to low

Prandtl numbers.

Again, starting with Equations 9, page 14, the first step is to

introduce the stream function

u and v = -
aqi

ay ax
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(66)

in the usual manner. The resulting equations are then transformed to

obtain ordinary differential equations which are solved using numeri-

cal methods. The transformation details are given below.

Constant Heat Flux.: For the constant heat flux plate, they applied

the following similarity transformations:

where

T-T
00 Cl

C
11 1 1/5

x

C
2
x4/5 F(ri)

1

-qx
/5 0(i)

CI (
gPq

2)1/5
5k v

4 3

C = (
5 gpqv )1/5

2

(67)
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noting that the x-terms cancel, the partial differential equations are

reduced to the ordinary differential equations

12
F + 4 FF - 3F = 0

I I

0 + Pr(40 F - OF ) = 0

with the boundary conditions of:

at ri = 0 : then F = = 0 and Or = +1

at then FT = 0 and 0 = 0

(69)

(70)

where the primes indicate differentiation with respect to ri .

Constant Temperature: For the constant temperature plate,

they applied the following similarity transformations:

where

11 = _1

X4

= C
4
x3/4 F(n)

T-T = (T Tom) 0 (TO
w

gp(Tw-T _)
C3 °°' )4

4v
2

C4 = (4
3 gp(T -T

oo
)v )4

w

(71)

(7 2)
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again, the partial differential equations reduce to the ordinary differ-

ential equations

7// I I / 2
F + 3FF 2(F ) + 0 = 0

I I

0 3PrF0 = 0

with the boundary conditions of:

at i= 0: then F =F =0 and 0= 1

at Tr.- co: then F = 0 and 0 = 0

(73)

(74)

Solution: Both sets of equations with their appropriate boundary

conditions were solved using numerical techniques and computers.

Note that simultaneous solutions are required.

The constant heat flux problem was solved for Pr = 0. 1, 1, 10,

and 100 and was extended by Chang et al. (5) to Pr = 0.03 and 0.01.

The constant temperature problem was solved for Pr = 0. 03,

0. 02, 0. 008, and 0. 003. Ostrach (9) had previously solved the prob-

lem for Pr = O. 1, 0.72, 0.733, 1, 2, 10, 100, 1000.

Chang, Akings, Burris, and Bankoff

The perturbation solution was used by Chang et al. (5), in 1964,

to solve the constant heat flux problem.

Solution expansions in the small, constant parameter, E , are

assumed to be of the following form:



(0) (1) 2(2)
+ + E +

(o) Th(1) 2(2)P P + EY +E E +

T = T (0) +ET (1)
+E 2 T(2) +

-1/5
where E is on the order of Gr
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(75)

, as will be discussed later.

Introducing the stream function and substituting Equations 75

and 8, page 13, into the governing Equations 5, page 12, yields the

perturbation equations. Terms were grouped according to the power

of the perturbation parameter,

The "zeroth order" terms were

(o) (o) (o) (o) (o) (o)
1.1) - = v4) + g(3T

Y xY x YY YYY

(0)-P = 0 (76)

LIJ

(0)
T

(0)
-

(0)
T

(0)
= a T (0)

y x x y YY

And the "first order" terms were

(0) (0) (1) (0) (0) (1) (1) (0) (1) (1)
iPy iPxy + LPy LPxy - ipx LPyy - Lpx ipyy = v + gr3T

YYY

-P(1) = 0 (77)

(0)
LIJ T(1) +

(1)
T

(0)
- (0)T(1) - (1)T(0)y x y x x y x y

= a T
(1)

YY
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All higher order terms were neglected.

Note that the "zeroth order" terms are just the boundary equa-

tions which Sparrow and Gregg (25) solved. They expanded this solu-

tion to lower Prandtl numbers.

The first step in solving Equations 77, is to show that for the

first order equations, techniques such as coordinate stretching near

the singularity line at x = 0 are not required.

Then, in order to avoid a non-trival solution, a matching

process is required. The v velocity at the boundary layer was

matched to the inward flow for a line sink in inviscid flow (concern-

ing the physical aspect of liquid metals, a somewhat unexpected

match).

From the definition of F , Equation 67, and the stream function,

the velocities can be written as

u = C1C
2
x35F'

(78)
15v = C

2
/5x (ri F - 4F)

and since Fr (0o) = 0, and F (oo ) is on the order of 1 (from the simi-

larity solution):



u
1

(oo) = C 1C 2
x3/5F (co) = 0

C2

5V1 (CC ) 1/ (ri F (00) 4F(oo)
5x

4 1

* 1/5 1/5
GrL (5x)
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(79)

where the subscript 1 stands for the inner or boundary layer solution.

From this last expression the assignment of

-1/5
E = Gr (80)

is made. This is necessary to assure that during the matching proc-

ess the expansion term of the outer solution is the same order of mag-

nitude as the inner solution term.

Next, considering the inviscid potential flow as the outer solu-

tion, a non-uniform sink can be expressed as

w = lain(z (81)

where m = 2nrµ = source strength. Thus

u + iv -dz

Now matching these two velocities at their mutual boundary

(8 2)
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2Trti = circumference x velocity
(83)

2 (
-4F(co)

(5 )

1/5

Substituting this into 82, and integrating along the line source yields

1

(1) -4F(oo)
uo - 1/5 r 1/5

Tr5 )

0

(84)

Breaking the integral into 2 parts, expanding in series, integrating

term-by-term, and evaluating the constant yields (after much manipu-

lation)

(1) 20F(oo)u -
o

Tr(5x)
1/5

IS

00

m=

xm 1/5

5n -F 1

where S was evaluated as 0. 864806... for m = 1 to 10.

(85)

Finally, the first order Equations 77 can now be attacked. Ex-

panding kii(1) and T(1) as above gives

(1) 20F(oo)
Tr

00

Sf (TO -
oo

xm + 1/5

m=0

00

5m + 1 fm(r)

(1) 20F(oo)
T - St (ri ) -

m 1/5

Tr(5x)3/5
oo 5m + 1

(86
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Substitution of these equations into Equations 77, after differentiation

and considerable manipulation, yields

and

I

f + 4Ff - 2F f +t = 0
00 00 00 00

1 " ii i

Pr too + 4Ft + 3F too
- Ofoo

= 0

iii ii t I Ii

f + 4Ff - (5m+3)F f + (5m+1)F f + t = 0
m m m m m

1 II

Pr tm + 4Ftm - (5m-2)F tm - Ofm + (5m+1)0 fm = 0

where m = 1, 2, 3.. and the boundary conditions are

f.(0) = f.(0) = t.(0) = 0
1 1 1

f. (co) = 1 and t. (co) = 0
1 1

(87)

(88)

(89)

where i = 00 and all m's

Equations 87 and 88 were solved numerically with the aid of a

computer. Solutions for Pr = 0. 01 and 0. 03 were run. Values of

m from 0 to 10 were found to offer adequate accuracy.


